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OUR STORY

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

OUR
STORY

The ARB story started in 1975
when the company founder, Tony
Brown, became inspired while
4WDing through the Top End of
Australia.

others on that Top End trip, with his
expertise regularly called upon to fix
damaged bull bars and broken roof racks
or come up with an ingenious Plan B
when they were beyond repair.

Back then, 4WDers relied on homemade
or ill-fitting equipment that was not
designed for extensive outback
expeditions. Endless corrugated roads,
extreme temperatures and heavy loads
punished the vehicles that regularly
tackled these kinds of conditions. Tony’s
many years of toiling in his Series 1 Land
Rover proved of enormous benefit to

So an idea was born: a company that
sourced and produced well-engineered,
durable equipment that would meet the
vigorous demands of 4WD owners. And
upon his return to Melbourne, Tony put
theory into practice and began working in
the family garage to address some of the
product deficiencies he’d encountered
on his trip. It was exactly what Australian

4WDers had been waiting for, and ARB
(the initials of Anthony Ronald Brown) was
founded.
Today, ARB is Australia’s largest
manufacturer and distributor of 4×4
accessories. We have a vast international
presence – with offices in the USA,
Europe, Thailand, New Zealand and the
Middle East – and an export network that
extends through more than 120 countries
around the globe. Our philosophy,
however, has never wavered from its
original course: quality, reliability and
practicality above all else.

OUR STORY

1991
2018

2018

2019

Where
it all began
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OUR STORY

DESIGN AND
ENGINEERING

To ensure our products consistently meet
your expectations, ARB invests substantial
capital in research and design each
year. Our Design and Engineering Team
utilises the latest CAD/CAM parametric
modelling systems and finite element
analysis packages, and is supported by
independent companies and universities
for special projects like vibration, strength
and crash testing.
We also devote considerable time and
resources toward sourcing new products
from around the world such as IPF lights

from Japan and Warn winches from the
United States. We scan the globe in
search of equipment that meets both
the demands of our customers, our own
stringent quality requirements and those
of Australian legislators.
In addition, we are constantly on the
lookout for new ways to improve our
business practices, from distribution
to customer service. ARB is a Quality
Endorsed Company and wherever we can,
we endeavour to “raise the bar”.

Raise
the bar

OUR STORY

MANUFACTURING

ARB is the number one innovator in
the industry because we use the most
technologically advanced, state-of-the-art
fabrication equipment and machinery.
Today’s requirements for more complex
designs are met with highly advanced,
Computer Numerically Controlled
(CNC) sheet fabrication facilities. Our
manufacturing capabilities include laser
cutting, brake pressing, guillotining, CNC
bending, machining and turning. We’re

equipped with MIG, TIG, robot and spot
welding facilities and also have powdercoating and spray painting centres.
We have a stringent quality control system
in place, ensuring our exceptionally high
standards are maintained. These factors,
combined with our level of automation,
enable us to produce some of the finest
4WD accessories in the world.

Buy the
best, buy it
once!

THE ARB WAY
When you buy ARB, it’s not just a
product you take home with you, it’s
an ARB guarantee.
Reliable Australian company, one
of the biggest in the industry
A large distribution network
across Australia and worldwide in
over 120 countries
Aftersales support
Three-year warranty on ARB
products
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CHOOSING A 4WD ACCESSORY PARTNER

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

CHOOSING
A 4WD
ACCESSORY
PARTNER
Your 4WD accessories are an investment.
You’re investing in keeping your family safe,
protecting your vehicle and safeguarding your
adventures. That’s why ensuring you buy the
best is so important.

A true passion for off road adventure, backed by an
incredible investment in research, development and
engineering integrity is the key to producing the world’s
best 4WD equipment. And once you head off road, the
assurance of support across the entire country is the
added insurance on every accessory investment, big or
small. Here are some things to look for when choosing
where you buy your 4WD accessories.

Expertise

Countless experts are involved in designing and
manufacturing your pride and joy; it is vital that just as much
goes into the accessories you add to it. Your 4WD upgrades
should be planned, engineered and created by a team
of qualified experts. Extensive hours need to be invested
into designing, testing and developing to ensure that they
withstand the rigours of off road life.
Quality

The 4WD accessories you choose should be made in stateof-the-art facilities using only the best materials. Careful
attention needs to be paid to make sure they can stand up
to harsh outdoor conditions, extreme temperatures and
excessive vibrations. UV stability and corrosion resistance is
also vital to ensure they stay looking their best.
Support

If you’ve chosen the best products money can buy, you want
to have the best support in the unlikely event that something
goes wrong. Buying your accessories from a reputable
supplier with locations all over the world means no matter
where your adventures take you, there’s always someone
to lend a hand or give advice. Having a large and reliable
network also means that replacement parts or necessary
upgrades are always accessible and available.
Passion

To choose to spend your weekends waist deep in mud,
digging tyres out of sand, covered in dirt or driving for hours
to catch a breathtaking vista, you’ve got to have passion.
When buying your 4WD accessories, you want to know that
the people who conceptualise, design, create and sell them
share this passion. The advice you receive should be from
4WDers who live and breathe the off road life.

CHOOSING A 4WD ACCESSORY PARTNER

Why You’re Making the Best Choice

ARB was founded on true off road passion. We’ve been
building 4WD products for over 45 years. Our engineering
department is made up of over 60 qualified experts and our
ultra-modern manufacturing and testing facilities maintain
our position as leading innovators in the industry. With over
65 stores and 88 stockists around Australia and many more
worldwide, we’re always here to help you out.
Many of the people who make up ARB were customers
before they started working for us.

Whether you’re looking for advice on your vehicle, your
holiday or just general off road tips, our friendly 4WD experts
share your passion. Pop into your local ARB dealer, give us
a call, send us an email or chat with us on Facebook. No
matter what support you need, ARB is here to help.
ARB partners with the best 4WD suppliers in the business,
to ensure customers receive only the best. From Safari to
SmartBar and many more, these guys are backed by quality
products, sound advice and innovation that dates back
decades.

11
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AT ARB... WE GET IT

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

AT ARB...
WE GET IT
Getting the right advice is crucial when
kitting out your 4WD or preparing for a
trip, especially when you’re venturing into
something new. Often it is other product
users we turn to for advice and ideas because
confidence comes from hearing from real people
with real experiences.

ARB 4x4 Accessories is more than just a 4x4 accessory
retailer. Our stores and dealers are filled with passionate
4WDers, people who have travelled extensively and have
real-world experience having owned and set up a range of
vehicles.
Collectively, ARB staff and dealers have experienced
the highs and the lows of off road travel; they have
experimented with vehicle set-ups, towed camper trailers
to remote locations and battled the range of extreme
conditions across the globe.
So whether you are getting ready for an epic trip to the
wild, setting up a vehicle to tow your new caravan or
restoring an old classic, whether you’re a tradesman who
likes to escape for the weekend, a young family exploring
new horizons or a lifetime 4WDer, at ARB...we get it!

AT ARB... WE GET IT
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BULL BARS

BULL
BARS

BULL BARS
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BULL BAR RANGE

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

BULL BAR
RANGE
Over one million sold woldwide. Carries the
ARB Guarantee!
An ARB bull bar acts like an insurance
policy. It keeps you and your family safe
on remote, coastal and rural roads, and
minimises damage from impact with animals and
other road hazards.

BULL BAR RANGE

CHOOSING A BULL BAR
Whether you love the classics or need to have the latest
and greatest, we have a bar to suit.
Use the handy table below to find the best bar for you, and
rest assured that our engineers have designed the entire
range with the following in mind:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extra safety for your family
Protects your vehicle
Designed and manufactured for remote conditions
Multiple mounting points for a range of accessories
Tested for airbag compatibility
The best-built bars in the business

●

●

Side Rail Compatible

●

Headlight & Bonnet Protection

●

Winch Compatible

●

Driving Light Compatible
UHF Compatible

●

Nudge Bar

Deluxe Sahara Bar

●
●

SmartBar

Lightweight

Deluxe Bull Bar

●

Commercial Bull Bar

●

Alloy Bull Bar

Summit Sahara Bar

Steel Construction

Summit Bull Bar

With over one million ARB bull bars manufactured, your only
decision is which ARB bull bar is right for you.

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Low Profile Design

●

●

●

Jacking Points

●

●

●

●

●

●

Airbag Compatible

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Available for New Models

●

●

●

●

●

Available for Older Models

●

Note: May vary depending on model, refer to application guide.

●
●

●

●
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SUMMIT BULL BAR

SUMMIT
BULL BAR

Secure
mounting points
for aerials and
driving lights

NO. 1 BEST SELLER,
AS TOUGH AS IT LOOKS

Steel
uprights

LED indicators
and clearance
lights
Recessed fog
lights

Jacking points

SUITABLE FOR

Air bag compatible

• Modern 4WDs
• Owners who want the best
• Serious 4WD users
• Rough terrain
• Remote driving
• Maximum protection

Strong mounting
system

Winch
compatible

SUMMIT BULL BAR

19

20

SUMMIT BULL BAR

FORD RANGER

STRONGER,
TOUGHER,
FEATURE
PACKED BAR
PROVIDES
EXTRA
PROTECTION
TOYOTA
LANDCRUISER PRADO

TOYOTA TACOMA

SUMMIT BULL BAR

OPTION TO
COLOUR CODE
TO SUIT YOUR
VEHICLE

NISSAN PATROL

BAR
DESIGNED
FOR MODERN
DAY 4WDS

TOYOTA HILUX

VOLKSWAGEN AMAROK

21

22

SUMMIT BULL BAR

MOUNTING AND JACKING
POINTS TO FIT MULTIPLE
ACCESSORIES

SUZUKI JIMNY

ISUZU D-MAX

ISUZU MU-X

SUMMIT BULL BAR

TOYOTAD-MAX
FORTUNER
ISUZU

COMPATIBLE WITH
VEHICLE’S SAFETY
FEATURES

MAZDA BT-50

23
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SUMMIT BULL BAR

FOG LIGHTS
PROVIDE WIDE
SPREAD –
EXTRA SAFETY
IN INCLEMENT
CONDITIONS
MITSUBISHI PAJERO SPORT

EASY, MORE
FLEXIBLE
WINCH
ACCESS

MITSUBISHI TRITON

SUMMIT BULL BAR

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
• Wing design: The ARB design

• Mounting system: Specifically

provides greater strength and

engineered to spread impact and

maintains an optimum offset approach

winching loads evenly over the

angle.

vehicle’s chassis. This ensures the
bull bar functions properly in extreme

• Wider edge radius: A 30mm wing

conditions.

and centre section edge radius
offers increased strength while
complementing modern vehicle

• Aerial brackets: Two aerial brackets
welded behind the top cross tube.

design.
• Driving light provision: Securely
• Off road jacking points: Allows for the

mounting driving lights prevents

use of an off road jack for effective

problems such as excessive

recovery.

movement, a vibrating beam pattern,
premature bulb failure and eventual

• Winch compatibility: The ARB Summit
FORD EVEREST

winch and is designed and tested

BUILT TOUGH TO
WITHSTAND THE HARSHEST
OF CONDITIONS

fatiguing of the light bodies.

bull bar has the option of fitting a
• Split pan design: Enhances the

to endure the rigours of maximum

strength of the bar, while providing

recovery stress.

the radiator and engine with additional
airflow. Also facilitates winch access

• Steel uprights: The key to its strength,

and operation.

steel uprights attached to the
mounting system provide maximum
support and strike protection.

• Safety first: ARB bars are compatible
with vehicle’s OE safety systems
including airbags, parking sensors and

• Larger tubing: 60.3mm mandrel steel

collision avoidance.

tubing provides increased frontal
protection and greater visual styling.

• Optional fog lights: Perfect for driving
in inclement weather, these fog lights

• Press-formed top pan and cover
panel: Stronger centre pan with

provide a broad spread of light to
illuminate the road ahead.

smooth, continuous edges. A pressformed aluminium winch cover panel

• LED indicators and clearance lights:

finishes off the bar for when a winch is

Fully sealed and water-resistant

not installed.

LEDs provide increased service life,
a modern look and come standard
on most Summit bull bars (model
dependant).

NISSAN NAVARA
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SUMMIT SAHARA BAR

SUMMIT
SAHARA BAR
ALL THE FUNCTION AND STRENGTH
OF THE SUMMIT BAR - WITH A
DIFFERENT LOOK ABOVE

Secure mounting
points for aerials
and driving lights
Polished, paintable
top tube for extra
protection

LED indicators
and clearance
lights

Recessed fog
lights

Jacking points

Air bag compatible
SUITABLE FOR
• Modern 4WDs
• Low profile design
• A sleek, understated look
• A great platform for mounting accessories
• Rough terrain

Strong mounting
system

Winch
compatible

SUMMIT SAHARA BAR
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SUMMIT SAHARA BAR

A PLATFORM
FOR MOUNTING
MULTIPLE
ACCESSORIES

MODERN
DESIGN FOR
A UNIQUE
FRONTAL
STYLE

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER PRADO

FOG LIGHTS PROVIDE WIDE
SPREAD AND EXTRA VISIBILITY
IN INCLEMENT CONDITIONS

VOLKSWAGEN AMAROK

TOYOTA HILUX

SUMMIT SAHARA BAR

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
• Wing design: The ARB design

• Aerial brackets: Two aerial brackets

provides greater strength and

either on optional tube or on the wings

maintains an optimum offset approach

or pan of the bar.

angle.
• Driving light provision: Securely
• Wider edge radius: A 30mm wing

mounting driving lights prevents

and centre section edge radius

problems such as excessive

offers increased strength while

movement, a vibrating beam pattern,

complementing modern vehicle

premature bulb failure and eventual

design.

fatiguing of the light bodies.

• Off road jacking points: Allows for the

• Split pan design: Enhances the

use of an off road jack for effective

strength of the bar, while providing

recovery.

the radiator and engine with additional
airflow. Also facilitates winch access

• Winch compatibility: The ARB Summit
NISSAN NAVARA

VERSATILE
AND EASY
WINCH ACCESS

and operation.

Sahara bar has the option of fitting
a winch and is designed and tested

• Safety first: ARB bars are compatible

to endure the rigours of maximum

with vehicle’s OE safety systems

recovery stress.

including airbags, parking sensors and
collision avoidance.

• Centre tube: An optional polished,
paintable centre tube offers a different

• Optional LED fog lights: Perfect for

look to the more traditional bull bar

driving in inclement weather, these fog

design. An internal mandrel bender is

lights provide a broad spread of light

used to shape the tube, ensuring even

to illuminate the road ahead.

wall thickness throughout.
• LED indicators and clearance lights:
• Press-formed top pan and cover

provide increased service life,

smooth, continuous edges. A press-

a modern look and come standard on

formed aluminium winch cover panel

all Summit Sahara bars.

finishes off the bar for when a winch is
not installed.
• Mounting system: Specifically
engineered to spread impact and
winching loads evenly over the
vehicle’s chassis. This ensures the
bull bar functions properly in extreme
conditions.
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 200 SERIES

Fully sealed and water-resistant LEDs

panel: Stronger centre pan with

29
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ALLOY BULL BAR

ALLOY
BULL BAR

Secure mounting
points for aerials
and driving lights

Strong lightweight
alloy construction

SUPER STYLISH,
SUPER FUNCTIONAL,
SUPER STRONG

LED indicators
and clearance
lights

Recessed fog
lights

SUITABLE FOR

Air bag
compatible

• Modern 4WDs
• Drivers wanting a lightweight option
• Stylish protection
• Remote driving

Strong mounting
system

Winch
compatible

ALLOY BULL BAR
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ALLOY BULL BAR

PROVIDES ANOTHER
CHOICE OF FRONTAL
PROTECTION

FOR OWNERS WHO
APPRECIATE STYLE

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER PRADO

ALLOY BULL BAR

DESIGN
INTEGRATES
FLAWLESSLY
WITH
VEHICLE

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
• Wing design: The ARB design provides greater strength and
maintains an optimum offset approach angle.
• Winch compatibility: Optional separate winch cradle to suit a
range of winches.
• Larger tubing: 60mm outer tubing provides overall strength
and gives the Alloy bull bar an on road presence.
• Press-formed top pan and cover panel: Stronger centre pan
with smooth, continuous edges. A press-formed aluminium
winch cover panel finishes off the bar for when a winch is not
installed.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER PRADO

• Mounting system: Specifically engineered to spread impact
and winching loads evenly over the vehicle’s chassis. This
ensures the bull bar functions properly in extreme conditions.

LIGHT AND
DURABLE

• Aerial brackets: Two aerial brackets welded behind the top
cross tube.
• Driving light provision: Securely mounting driving lights
prevents problems such as excessive movement, a vibrating
beam pattern, premature bulb failure and eventual fatiguing of
the light bodies.
• Split pan design: Enhances the strength of the bar, while
providing the radiator and engine with additional airflow. Also
facilitates winch access and operation.
• Safety first: ARB bars are compatible with vehicle’s OE safety
systems including airbags, parking sensors and collision
avoidance.
• Optional LED fog lights: Perfect for driving in inclement
weather, these fog lights provide a broad spread of light to
illuminate the road ahead.
• LED indicators and clearance lights: Fully sealed and waterresistant LEDs provide increased service life, a modern look
and come standard on all Alloy bull bars.

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER PRADO
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COMMERCIAL BULL BAR

COMMERCIAL
BULL BAR

PROVIDES
STRENGTH
AND
PROTECTION
WITHOUT
ALL THE
EXTRAS

THE AUSSIE WORKHORSE

PERFECT FOR HIGH
RISK ENVIRONMENTS
FORD RANGER

SUITABLE FOR
• Onsite work
• Fleet and government vehicles
• Tradies
• New and older model 4WDs
• Budget-conscious owners

THE NO-FUSS
ALTERNATIVE

COMMERCIAL BULL BAR

LET’S TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK
• Recessed indicators: For protection against branches
and road debris.
• Steel tube: 76.1mm steel centre frame tube and 60.3mm
outer frame tube for added strength.
• Aerial brackets: Some ARB Commercial bull bars
incorporate aerial brackets welded behind the top cross
tube.
• Off road jacking points: Some Commercial bull bars
feature off road jacking points, allowing a jack to be
attached directly to the bar.
• Winch compatibility: Some Commercial bull bars are
FORD RANGER

available with electric winch provision, and have been
specifically designed to accommodate the stresses of
winching.
• Split pan design: Enhances the strength of the bar,
while providing the radiator and engine with a massive
amount of airflow.
• Mounting system: Specifically engineered to spread
impact and winching loads evenly over the vehicle’s
chassis. This ensures the bull bar functions properly in
extreme conditions.
• Wing design: The ARB design provides greater strength
and maintains an optimum offset approach angle.
• Driving light provision: Secure mounting points ideal
for ARB Intensity and IPF driving lights.
• Safety first: ARB bars are compatible with vehicle’s OE
safety systems including airbags, parking sensors and

STRONG,
PRACTICAL
AND COSTEFFECTIVE

collision avoidance.
• Optional fog lights: Available for some 4WD models,
fog lights are perfect for driving in inclement weather,
providing a broad spread of light to illuminate the
FORD RANGER

road ahead.
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DELUXE BULL BAR

DELUXE
BULL BAR

MAKES REMOTE
AREA TRAVEL
SAFER

MAXIMUM PROTECTION,
FUNCTIONALITY AND INTEGRATION

JEEP JK WRANGLER

MOUNTING
COMPATIBILITY
WITH TONNES
OF TOURING
ESSENTIALS

SUITABLE FOR
• Older models and some current 4WDs
• Drivers in remote regions
• Vehicles with multiple accessories

ISUZU D-MAX

DELUXE BULL BAR

ALL-STEEL
CONSTRUCTION
– AS TOUGH AS
THEY COME

LET’S TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK
• Recessed indicators: For protection against
branches and road debris.
• Steel uprights: The key to its strength, steel uprights
attached to the mounting system provide maximum
support and strike protection.
• Driving light provision: Securely mounting driving
lights prevents problems such as excessive
movement, a vibrating beam pattern, premature bulb
failure and eventual fatiguing of the light bodies.
• Aerial brackets: The vast majority of ARB Deluxe bull
bars incorporate two aerial brackets welded behind
the top cross tube. Custom-fit, clamp-on brackets
are also available for additional antenna mounting.

LANDCRUISER 70 SERIES

• Split pan design: Enhances the strength of the
bar, while providing the radiator and engine with

LOADED WITH
FEATURES

increased airflow.
• Wing design: The ARB design provides greater
strength and maintains an optimum approach angle.
• Off road jacking points: Allows for the use of an off
road jack for effective recovery.
• Winch compatibility: The ARB Deluxe bull bar
features the option of fitting a winch, and is designed
and tested to endure and exceed loads increased by
the use of a snatch block.
• Mounting system: Specifically engineered to spread
impact and winching loads evenly over the vehicle’s
chassis. This ensures the bull bar functions properly
in extreme conditions.
• Optional fog lights: Available for some 4WD models,
fog lights are perfect for driving in inclement
weather, providing a broad spread of light to
illuminate the road ahead.

MITSUBISHI PAJERO
Note: May vary depending on model, refer to application guide.
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DELUXE SAHARA BAR

DELUXE
SAHARA
BAR
ALL THE FUNCTION AND STRENGTH
OF THE DELUXE BUMPER - WITH A
DIFFERENT LOOK ABOVE

MAKES REMOTE
AREA TRAVEL
SAFER

VOLKSWAGEN AMAROK

AVAILABLE WITH
OR WITHOUT
POLISHED CENTRE
TUBE

SUITABLE FOR
• Older model 4WDs
• Vehicles with multiple accessories
• Drivers who want protection and style

TOYOTA LANDCRUISER PRADO

NUDGE BAR

LET’S TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK

NUDGE BAR

• Recessed indicators: For protection against
branches and road debris (model specific).
• Centre tube: An optional polished, paintable centre
tube offers a different look to the more traditional

PERFECT FOR COMPACT AND
MEDIUM-SIZED VEHICLES

bull bar design. An internal mandrel bender is used
to shape the tube, ensuring even wall thickness
throughout.
• Driving light provision: Mounting driving lights
prevents problems such as excessive movement, a
vibrating beam pattern, premature bulb failure and
eventual fatiguing of the light bodies.
• Aerial brackets: Two aerial brackets either on
optional tube or on the wings or pan of the bar.
• Split pan design: Enhances the strength of the
bar, while providing the radiator and engine with
increased airflow.
• Wing design: The ARB design provides greater
strength and maintains an optimum approach angle.
• Off road jacking points: Allows for the use of an off
road jack for effective recovery.
• Winch compatibility: The ARB Deluxe Sahara bar

LET’S TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK
• Tubular design: Available

Sturdy, airbag-compatible

dependent on vehicle

mounting system.

model.
• Component protection:

features the option of fitting a winch and is designed
and tested to endure and exceed loads increased by
the use of a snatch block.

• Mounting system:

in either steel or aluminium

• Mounting points:

Primed and powder-

Provision for a range of

coated mounting

driving lights.

hardware.

• Mounting system: Specifically engineered to
spread impact and winching loads evenly over the
vehicle’s chassis. This ensures the bull bar functions
properly in extreme conditions.
• Safety first: ARB bars are compatible with vehicle’s

SUITABLE FOR

OE safety systems including airbags, parking

• Older model vehicles

sensors and collision avoidance.

• Compact and medium-sized SUVs, 2WD and 4WD vehicles
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JEEP WRANGLER JL SPECIFIC BARS

JEEP WRANGLER JL
SPECIFIC BARS
BONDI DELUXE

JEEP WRANGLER JL SPECIFIC BARS

CLASSIC DELUXE

CLASSIC STUBBY

BONDI STUBBY
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SMARTBAR

SMARTBAR
SPARTAN BAR
CUTTING EDGE INNOVATION
DESIGNED TO EXCEED STANDARDS
WORLDWIDE
TOYOTA HILUX

MITSUBISHI TRITON

SUITABLE FOR
• Those wanting a lightweight bar
• Fleet operators
• Emergency service operators
• A great platform for mounting
accesories

SMARTBAR

LET’S TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK
• Hollow polyethylene plastic: Provides users with excellent
vehicle protection without a significant increase in weight.
• Safety first: Meets most International Standards for user
and pedestrian safety, as per testing conducted at Centre for
Automotive Safety Research (CASR).
• Airbag compatible: Ensures maximum possible vehicle and
passenger protection.
• Winch compatibility: Available in winch and non-winch
compatible versions.
• Accessory mounting options: Compatible with a range of
spotlights, UVP and recovery points.
• Available to suit a growing range of vehicles: Suits most
popular vehicles from Ford Ranger and Toyota Hilux to the
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter.
• Designed and manufactured in Australia: State of the art
machinery and industry experts ensure the highest quality
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER 200 SERIES

product every time.

MERCEDES-BENZ SPRINTER
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SMARTBAR

SMARTBAR
STEALTH BAR
THE LIGHTEST ALTERNATIVE
AWARD WINNING STYLE

TOYOTA HILUX STEALTH

SUITABLE FOR
• Those wanting a light, strong
bumper replacement
• A great platform for mounting
accesories
• Tough aesthetic appeal
FORD RANGER

SMARTBAR

LET’S TAKE
A CLOSER LOOK
• Hollow polyethylene plastic: Provides users with excellent
vehicle protection with a minimal increase in weight.
• Safety first: Meets or exceeds most International Standards for
user and pedestrian safety, as per testing conducted at Centre
for Automotive Safety Research (CASR). It is also the only bull
bar now approved for use in Europe.
• Airbag compatible: Ensures maximum possible vehicle and
passenger protection.
• Winch compatibility: Available in winch and non-winch
compatible versions.
• Accessory mounting options: Compatible with a range of
spotlights, aerials, UVP and recovery points.

REAR PROTECTION
BAR
The hollow body construction and flexible,
durable material acts as a cushioning device,
absorbing impacts and returning to its original
shape without compromising protection and
performance.
• High rated safe working vertical load
• High grip moulded in tread pattern
• UV stabilized polymer for durability
and corrosion resistance
• Will not catch or pool water

MERCEDES-BENZ SPRINTER
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SIDE PROTECTION

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

SIDE
PROTECTION
Protect your vehicle’s side and
sill panels from rocks and road
debris.

ARB’s range of side protection products
will protect your vehicle from obstacles
small and large, while providing easy
access to those hard-to-reach areas of
your vehicle.
Superbly engineered chassis mounting
systems distinguish ARB side protection
gear from the standard steps commonly
fitted to 4WDs.
Designed and manufactured to ensure
compatibility with side airbags and modern
vehicle safety systems, ARB side rails and
steps come as individual components,
allowing for steps to be fitted without rail
assembly if required (model dependant).

SIDE PROTECTION
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SIDE PROTECTION

SIDE RAILS AND STEPS
Side rails and steps provide outstanding protection while allowing
easier access to your vehicle. Manufactured for fitting to Summit
and Deluxe bull bars, the Summit side rails and steps have a
60.3mm tube and plastic single-bolt system and the Deluxe
options have a 47.6mm tube and steel clamshell three-bolt clamp.

PROTECTION STEPS
Easier access and further protection against on road and
off road debris and obstacles.

ROCK SLIDERS
Available for specific vehicle models, rock sliders protect
door sills from ruts, rocks and other debris. Side sill
protection on the most challenging terrain.

DIFF COVERS

DIFF
COVERS

If you drive off road, it’s not a matter of if,
it’s a matter of when you will hit a hazard
and this may inflict expensive damage to your
differential.

ARB’s differential cover provides increased protection over
factory diff covers, giving you the peace of mind to tackle more
challenging terrain.

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
• Approach/departure angle optimised by angled exterior surface.
• High-powered neodymium magnets used to collect metallic
wear particles as the vehicle moves.
• Low-profile drain plug design resists damage from obstacles.
• Combination of high filler point and dipstick allows the oil to be
checked for water contamination without having to drain the oil.
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UNDER VEHICLE PROTECTION

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

UNDER VEHICLE
PROTECTION
Protect the underbody of your
4WD from rocks, stumps and
ruts encountered in the most
challenging terrain.

ARB’s under vehicle protection systems
are specifically designed for each vehicle
and engineered to provide a shield for
vulnerable under body components such
as the steering, sump, transmission and
transfer case.
While your vehicle might have factorymade bash plates, they are no substitute
for ARB’s under vehicle protection.

LET’S TAKE A CLOSER LOOK
• Pressed and folded laser-cut steel ensures optimum strength-toweight ratio.
• Securely bolted to the vehicle’s chassis providing outstanding
structural integrity.
• Recessed mounting bolts are protected and easy to remove for
vehicle servicing.

UNDER VEHICLE PROTECTION
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DRIVING LIGHTS

DRIVING
LIGHTS

DRIVING LIGHTS
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DRIVING LIGHTS

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

DRIVING
LIGHTS
With so many LED lighting options
on the market, choosing the
right one for your 4WD can seem
daunting. Questions to consider
may be:

• What driving conditions am I likely to
encounter?
• How much space do I have available to
mount lights on my vehicle?
• Do I prefer the look of round lights or a
light bar?

DRIVING LIGHTS

The benefits of round lights
Customisation options. The freedom to
choose either spot or flood beam
(or a combination of both).
The option of large or small round driving
lights means more flexibility, regardless of the
type of bull bar your 4WD has.
Most modern bull bars have ready-to-mount
access points for fitting round driving lights.
The benefits of a light bar
Flexibility in mounting options. Due to their
lower profile, light bars can be mounted on a
bull bar or roof rack.
Choosing a combination light bar means you
have the best of both worlds. Two types of
reflectors provide good penetration down
the road as well as great peripheral light out
to the sides.

Can’t decide?
We’ve taken the guess work out of it.
Instead of confusing you with hundreds
of options, ARB offers a select range
of driving lights that perform so well,
regardless of their shape or size, you
can simply choose what you think
looks best on your 4WD.
It’s as easy as that!
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DRIVING LIGHTS

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

ARB
INTENSITY
Your safety, and that of others,
depends on the right lighting.
ARB’s Intensity LED lights are
top of the range. They’re highperformance, engineered and
designed in Australia to perform
in the most extreme conditions
and manufactured in the USA.

ARB’s Intensity LED lights have larger
flood, sharper spot and greater intensity.
With a 50,000-hour lifespan, they’re
the last driving lights your vehicle will
ever need.

Daylight
on demand

DRIVING LIGHTS
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DRIVING LIGHTS

See it all
High-pressure cast aluminium end caps contain a Gore®
breather, enabling expansion and contraction of internal air
during temperature fluctuations, without allowing water or
dust ingress.

Mounting kits are available to suit three different tube
diameters (47.6mm, 60.3mm, 76.1mm) and are designed
specifically to fit ARB bull bars. Constructed from extruded
aluminium, with stainless steel fasteners, the unique mounts
provide a solid clamp between the light and the tube, minimising
vibration and movement. A pedestal mounting kit is also
available for bull bar pan or roof mounting options.

Each light is secured with high-strength stainless steel
fasteners, providing superior strength no matter what the
road conditions. On the tube mounting kits, all fasteners are
recessed within the clamp, further increasing security.

INTENSITY LIGHT
BAR COVERS
Protect your light bar with ARB’s
range of light covers. Available in
amber, black and clear.

DRIVING LIGHTS

Moulded rubber seal between
polycarbonate lens and cast
aluminium body creates a
watertight and dustproof seal.
Lights do not emit radio frequency
(RFI) or electromagnetic (EMC)
interference, meaning no
disturbance to electrical circuits.
The lights are also MIL810-STDG
vibration certified and RoHS
compliant.

Available in spot and flood beams,
and featuring 21 or 32 LEDs with
a minimum 50,000-hour lifespan.

Virtually indestructible
polycarbonate lens provides
protection against road debris.

Deutsch waterproof
connectors, preventing
water seepage into light.

Large, extruded aluminium
body provides superior
strength and draws heat
away from the LED array,
increasing the efficiency
and life of the LEDs.
Hard-coated, durable
protective cover works as an
additional shield.
Over- and under-voltage
protection and integrated
thermal management for optimal
operation.
Multi-position stainless steel
mounting bracket has versatile
installation options and features
a large footprint that reduces
vibration and virtually eliminates
stress pressures. V2 features a
TIG weld for added strength.

INTENSITY LIGHT COVERS
Protective covers available for the Intensity
range. Available in amber, black and clear.
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DRIVING LIGHTS

IPF DRIVING
LIGHTS

ARB has been distributing IPF lights for decades.
A traditional lighting style with a range that
includes LED, HID and halogen lights.

900 HIGH-INTENSITY
DISCHARGE SERIES
The 900XS HID Series utilise
high-intensity discharge technology to
produce a natural looking light.
Available in spot or touring beam.

XTREME LED SPORT SERIES
Tough and lightweight, the IPF
Xtreme LED Sport 900XLS Series 2
lights feature high-transparency and
reinforced polycarbonate lenses for
superior quality.

801 & 901 XTREME
SPORT SERIES
Designed for serious 4WDers, these
extreme performance, advanced IPF
100W H9 halogen lights incorporate
water- and dust-resistant components
for maximum life expectancy. Available in
spot or driving beam.

950 SUPER RALLY
With a unique mix of LED reflector
technology and an Optical Hybrid
Projection system (OHPS), the IPF Super
Rally 950 series driving lights create a
crisp white light that provides wide and
long range light in one system.

868 & 968 SERIES

800 & 900 SERIES

930 SUPER RALLY

Representing performance at a budget
price, these halogen lights feature a
hybrid reflector, giving a combined spot
and driving beam.

The 800 and 900 Series combine brilliant
optics and superb structural integrity,
resulting in an outstanding halogen
light that is ideally suited to off road
conditions.

Designed for events such as the World
Rally Championships, the superior
performance of the 930 Series has made
this halogen light an obvious choice for
competition use.

DRIVING LIGHTS

BUSHRANGER
DRIVING LIGHTS

ARB stocks a range of Bushranger lights to guide the way
throughout your next night-time escapade!

Light
’em up

NIGHT HAWK VLI SERIES LED DRIVING LIGHTS

LED LIGHT BARS

The Night Hawk driving lights feature a unique dimming system
that provides users with complete control of the light brightness
through a control function operated by a relay-free VLI Series
wiring system. Engineered tough to withstand rugged outdoor
terrain and harsh climate.

A range of LED lights bars
that provide maximum light
dispersion in all conditions.

PROTECTIVE
COVERS
Available in clear, black,
blue and orange.
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WINCHES

WINCHES
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WINCHES

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

CHOOSING
A WINCH
Selecting the right winch for
your vehicle can be tough.
With so many options to choose
from, and being such a vital
investment, it’s important to
ensure you get the right one.

the off road life and are ready to get you
on the tracks with the perfect winch to
match your lifestyle and budget.

We recommend visiting your local ARB
dealer before making your choice. Our
in-store 4WDing experts live and breathe

• Your bull bar may be rated to fit only

SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•
•

Recreational and professional 4x4 users
Extreme conditions
Self-recovery
Remote area travel
Travelling alone

Some things to consider when choosing
a winch:

certain capacity winches.
• Your preference for synthetic or steel

rope will affect the choices of winches
available.
• Your winch should be rated at least
1.5 times the GVM of your vehicle.
• The design of your bull bar may affect
the model of the winch that can be
fitted.

WINCHES

BUSHRANGER
WINCHES

SMITTYBILT

REVO WINCH
Incorporating tough
construction, low current draw,
four-stage oversized gearing
with fast line speeds and an
advanced proportional friction
braking system, the Revo will
reliably hold 100 per cent of
the rated load with no slippage.

Wire Rope, 10,000lb

Synthetic Rope, 10,000lb

Wire Rope, 12,000lb

Synthetic Rope, 12,000lb

The zero drag braking system allows
for fast no load line speeds, making
unspooling the rope a breeze.
Features:
• Four-position motor clocking for
versatility during fitting
• Durable black powder-coat finish
• IP67 protection with a fully sealed
motor, gearbox and drum
• Multi-mount control box
• Sealed 500-amp contactor
• Easy-to-use, spring loaded, cam-style
clutch mechanism
• Extra wide gears improve load
distribution for less wear
• Externally adjustable, 16-position
gearbox rotation for ease of fitment
and use

SMITTYBILT
The Gen 2 Smittybilt X2O
10,000lb winch has all the
muscle and peak performance
to keep you moving in just
about any situation.

With 28 metres of synthetic rope
as standard, waterproof design,
outstanding performance, a 218:1 gear
ratio that delivers lightning fast speed
and the backing of a limited lifetime
warranty, you can count on the Gen 2
X2O to extract you from the stickiest
of situations.

HAND CONTROLLER

SEAL 9.5TH WINCH

Available in both wired and wireless
combinations, the ergonomic hand
controller is fully sealed IP67 rated and
has a long range, with the wired option
including 5m of cable.

A pioneer in the winch market for many
years, today it still retains an industryleading low amp draw, patented cone
brake and thermal overload sensor.
Value for money and proven, reliable
performance in any situation.
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RECOVERY

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

CHOOSING
THE RIGHT
RECOVERY
ARB has you covered with a
range of recovery equipment and
accessories.

Some want 100 per cent self-sufficiency
– the ability to get themselves out of any
situation. Others travel in groups and know
that recovering a friend is all part of the
fun. Regardless of how you recover, ARB
can fit you out.

Before choosing your recovery
equipment, consider the following:
• What sort of terrain do you expect to
encounter?
• If you intend to travel alone, do you
still want the ability to help out fellow
4WDers who might be stuck?
• How heavy is your vehicle?
• Are you using your recovery equipment
regularly?
• Have you considered your recovery
equipment budget?
ARB’s recovery range guarantees you get
what you want and what you need.

ARB RECOVERY RANGE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Straps, bags & kits
Recovery points
Snatch blocks
Off road jacks
TRED Pros recovery boards
Other recovery essentials

RECOVERY

When
you need
a helping
hand
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RECOVERY

RECOVERY
POINTS

ARB has been at the forefront
of establishing an industry
benchmark for how recovery
points are designed, tested
and selected by 4WDers.

ARB’s recovery points address issues
surrounding generic tow points and
their unsuitability for a range of recovery
situations. ARB recovery points are rated
for use with an 8 tonne recovery strap and
a 4.75 tonne bow shackle and can safely
handle side loads on angles up to the
maximum turn angle of the front wheels.
ARB determines the most suitable location
for each individual vehicle’s recovery
points, using a bow shackle and a snatch
strap with the abovementioned ratings
and a breaking strength of 8,000kg. When
it comes to recovery points, you can trust
ARB for the safest, most reliable option.

RECOVERY

SNATCH
BLOCKS

In certain circumstances, a
snatch block can be your best
friend.

When using a winch, you can use a
snatch block to change the direction
of pull. That means you can pick the
strongest tree as the anchor, even if it’s
not in the direction that you want to go.
It’s also used for double line pulls, which
effectively doubles the power of the
winch.

THE SNATCH BLOCK 9000

THE SNATCH BLOCK 7000

The Snatch Block 9000 is manufactured
from high-strength, low-density materials,
making it strong but lightweight and ideal
for competition purposes.

The Snatch Block 7000 is suitable for a
variety of 4WDing uses and is greaseable
to ensure smooth pulley operation.

9000 SPECIFICATIONS

7000 SPECIFICATIONS

Working Load

9,000kg

Working Load

7,000kg

17,500kg

Breaking Strength

14,500kg

6mm cold rolled steel

Side Plate Material

5mm cold rolled steel

Pulley Material

Specialised polymer

Pulley Material

Solid billet steel

Pulley Diameter

110mm

Pulley Diameter

93mm

Cable Size

8mm-13mm

Cable Size

6mm-12mm

Weight

2.4kg

Weight

3.5kg

Greaseable

Not required

Greaseable

Yes

Breaking Strength
Side Plate Material
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RECOVERY

STRAPS

SNATCH STRAPS

WINCH EXTENSION STRAPS

An ARB snatch strap is similar to a tow rope but is designed to
stretch under load for maximum performance and safety. It is a
very effective method of extracting a bogged or immobilised
4WD when a second vehicle is present.

An ARB winch extension strap is a lightweight, non-stretch strap
that is perfect for extending the length of your winch’s cable
when the most suitable anchor point is out of reach.

The unique design of the strap allows it to stretch and return
to its original length, aiding recovery and greatly reducing the
likelihood of vehicle damage. Rather than work like a massive
elastic band, it acts in a similar way to a shock absorber.
ARB snatch straps come in three different ratings to suit various
vehicles and conditions. Note: the strap should be rated two
to three times the weight of the vehicle being recovered. The
8,000kg snatch strap meets the needs of most vehicles.

SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number

ARB720

ARB725

Minimum Breaking Strength

4,500kg

8,000kg

Length

20m

20m

Width

55mm

80mm

Material

100% Polyester

100% Polyester

Reinforced Eyes

Yes

Yes

Eye and Seam Protector Sleeves

Yes

Yes

SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number

ARB705

ARB710

ARB715

Minimum Breaking
Strength

8,000kg

11,000kg

15,000kg

Length

9m

9m

9m

Width

60mm

80mm

110mm

Stretch

20%

20%

20%

Material

100% Nylon

100% Nylon

100% Nylon

Reinforced Eyes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Eye and Seam Protector
Sleeves

Yes

Yes

Yes

STRAP WRAP
The strap wrap simply stops your strap from unravelling
when not in use for neat storage.

RECOVERY

TREE TRUNK PROTECTORS
When using a tree as an anchor point in a recovery situation,
wrapping cable, rope or chain around it causes damage to both
your equipment and the tree. Protect the environment and your
equipment.
SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number

ARB730

ARB735

Minimum Breaking Strength

12,000kg

12,000kg

Length

3m

5m

Width

80mm

80mm

Material

100% Polyester

100% Polyester

Reinforced Eyes

Yes

Yes

Eye and Seam Protector Sleeves

Yes

Yes

Reliable recovery
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KITS AND BAGS

ARB’s vehicle recovery accessories are
engineered and manufactured to the highest
standards, making them ideal for recreational,
commercial and competition use.

RECOVERY KITS
For maximum peace of mind and security, an ARB recovery
kit has you covered. There are three kits to choose from,
depending on your individual needs.

PREMIUM RECOVERY KIT
ARB’s Premium Recovery Kit comes in a large winch pack
and provides peace of mind for almost every recovery
situation. It includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Snatch strap
Winch extension strap
Tree trunk protector
Snatch block
Recovery damper
Bow shackles
Gloves

ESSENTIALS
RECOVERY KIT

WEEKENDER
RECOVERY KIT

ARB’s Essentials Recovery Kit is
a step up from the Weekender
option and includes recovery
equipment for your basic
winching needs. Coming in a
snatch pack, it includes:

ARB’s Weekender Recovery Kit
is an introductory kit with the
minimum recovery gear you
need to hit the tracks. Coming in
a cotton bag, it includes:

•
•
•
•

Snatch strap
Tree trunk protector
Snatch block
Bow shackles

• Snatch strap
• Bow shackles
• Gloves

RECOVERY

RECOVERY BAGS

WINCH PACK

SNATCH PACK

COMPACT BAG

MICRO BAG

ARB’s Winch Pack is designed
to fit a complete recovery kit
including snatch strap, tree
trunk protector, recovery
damper, winch extension strap,
snatch block, bow shackles
and gloves.

The Snatch Pack is a
multipurpose bag that suits
a variety of equipment, from
recovery gear to camping
supplies.

Perfect for carrying a single
strap and shackles, and small
enough to fit under or behind
a seat or in the back of a
drawer system.

Ideal for smaller items such as
a snatch block, drag chains,
shackles and general recovery
items.

*Recovery accessories shown are sold separately.
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JACK

JACK has
your back

Safety and ease of use in one - JACK
has it all.
Engineered by ARB, JACK adds
hydraulic technology to the
recovery scene. Gone forever is the
extensive effort required to operate
a mechanical jack, inch by inch.
Gone forever is the dread felt when
faced with the trickiest of recovery
missions.

JACK kicks into action when even the lightest
force is applied to the handle. The hydraulics
smoothly jack up the vehicle at up to 13mm
increments with each downward manoeuvre.
At the same time, a black rubber body bumper
shields the vehicle from risk of damage during
the recovery.
Then JACK’s easy-to-access, simple-tooperate, red lowering lever ensures lowering
the vehicle is achieved swiftly and safely
thanks to the two-stage descent feature
and safety stop. With a press of the twostage lever, a slow or rapid descent can be
achieved.

SPECIFICATIONS
Minimum Lifting Height

160mm

FEATURES

Maximum Lifting Height

710mm-1,230mm

• Body made out of 6061 T6 aluminium for
maximum strength
• Nine hooking points offer the adjustable
hook a wide range of lifting heights
• Capable of lifting up to 2,000kg

Travel

540mm-550mm

Lifting Range

160mm-1,230mm

Maximum Capacity

2,000kg

Compressed Height

890mm

Extended Height

1,432mm

Weight

10.5kg

mm Per Stroke

Up to 13mm

• Body can be rotated 360 degrees to align
the pivoting foot to match the terrain

RECOVERY

HI-LIFT
JACKS

The original “farm jack”, the
Hi-Lift jack is a tried and
tested off road jack, offering
multiple uses in a variety of
situations.

It is rugged and versatile, and has a lifting
capacity of 1,050kg. Both the original
Hi-Lift and Hi-Lift X-treme have become
staple recovery items amongst 4WDers all
over the world.

FEATURES
• Comes complete with an adjustable top clamp/
clevis for use in clamping and winching
• Safety bolt is designed to shear at 3,175kg
• For speedy disengaging, lifting unit automatically
drops away when load is removed
• 11cm long lifting nose for positive contact with load
• Steel bar can be reversed for extra long life
• Low pick-up of 11cm

SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number

JACK BASE
Spreads the load on softer surfaces such
as mud or sand. It can also be used as a
shovel or wheel chock.

Original

Original

X-treme

X-treme

ARB203

ARB204

ARB303

ARB304

Weight

12.8kg

14.2kg

14.0kg

15.5kg

Width

12.7cm

12.7cm

12.7cm

12.7cm

Height

128.9cm

156.9cm

128.9cm

156.9cm

Depth

24.5cm

24.5cm

24.5cm

24.5cm

Lifting Capacity

1,050kg

1,050kg

1,050kg

1,050kg

Clamping Capacity

340.2kg

340.2kg

340.2kg

350.2kg

Winching Capacity

2,268kg

2,268kg

2,268kg

2,268kg

Maximum Lift Height @ Nose

98.1cm

126.4cm

98.1cm

126.4cm
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TRED PRO

Recovery tracks are your best
friend when stuck in soft,
slippery terrain. Just dig in
front of the tyres, slide it
underneath the wheel, and you’re
off and away.

The ARB TRED Pro is extremely durable
and wear-resistant. It provides the ultimate
traction by maintaining a high level of
pressure on the tyre whilst withstanding
the flex of being under vehicle weight on
less than stable ground. Its contoured
ramp has been created using 4x4 tyre
dimensions and tread pattern data for
optimised design and function.

RECOVERY

OTHER RECOVERY
ACCESSORIES

BUSHRANGER XTRAX II
The XTRAX II is made from
heavy-duty rubber and
designed for maximum bend,
flex and grip to the tyre treads.
It comes in a quick-release
carry bag and provides a fast
and easy recovery solution in
sand, mud and snow.

MAGNUM HAND WINCH
The cost-effective alternative
to a vehicle-mounted winch.
The compact and lightweight
Magnum hand winch is
extremely reliable, durable and
effective.

RECOVERY DAMPER

WATER CROSSING COVER

SHACKLES

Protect your engine during
water crossings.

Incredibly strong, shackles
are used to connect recovery
equipment to the vehicle.

A must for safety.
While ARB’s winch cables and
straps are exceptionally strong,
it is essential that safety
precautions – such as fitting a
recovery damper – are taken
to avoid injury in the event of
a failure.
In the unlikely event of a
wire rope or strap failure, the
recovery damper will absorb
most of the energy in the cable
or strap, thereby significantly
reducing the recoil.
Don’t leave anything to
chance.

DRAG CHAIN
Five metres in length, this hightensile steel drag chain comes
in a handy storage bucket.

Designed to divert water
away from fragile radiator fan
blades, the water crossing
cover creates waves in front
of the vehicle and assists with
keeping the water level down
within the engine bay.

SOFT CONNECT SHACKLES
Lighter and easier to use
and come with a protective
carry bag.

GROUND ANCHORS
Exactly what you need when
bogged in a location with no
structure around to act as an
anchor point. Just plough it
into the ground, hook your
winch to it and get yourself out
of trouble.

GLOVES
Keep your hands protected
during recovery situations,
when working with straps,
ropes, wires or even when
digging or using any other
equipment.
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OLD MAN
EMU

SUSPENSION
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SUSPENSION

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

THERE’S SUSPENSION
AND THEN THERE’S
SUSPENSION
Why upgrade your suspension?
Because you bought your 4WD to be a 4WD,
not a car.

Modern 4WDs are being designed to be more like cars in their
handling and appointment level. And they are designed for a
mass market that has a variety of uses for that vehicle. It may
be someone dropping off and picking up kids from school every day. It could be a tradesman carrying a variety of tools and
equipment. Or it could be someone towing a camper, caravan
or boat. Then there’s the weekend warrior, taking on harder off
road tracks and trails in need of greater ground clearance.

SUITABLE FOR:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreational 4WDers
Serious 4WDers
Any terrain
Tradesmen
Towing campers
Towing caravans
Towing boats

Developing a vehicle that has such a wide range of uses
involves years of development and testing. Unfortunately, in the
attempt to satisfy everyone, many aspects of a vehicle become
compromised, and none more so than the suspension system.
Anyone who has modified their 4WD with a range of
accessories, carries regular constant loads, tows a trailer or
needs more ground clearance for off road adventures will get
more comfort and better handling with an upgraded suspension
system.
Old Man Emu provides suspension that ensures your vehicle
rides the way it’s meant to.
• Extra comfort
• More control
• Greater ground clearance
• Less chance of damage
• Longevity – three-year warranty
Want more comfort, control and clearance, even with a full load?
Then Old Man Emu is for you.

SUSPENSION

Integrated
suspension
systems
Why upgrade with Old Man Emu?

Owned by ARB, the Old Man Emu brand
has its roots in off road racing. For more
than 40 years, its products have been
developed and tested in Australia and the
world’s harshest 4WD environments.
With an engineering focus for off road
comfort and on road handling, Old
Man Emu supplies tailored suspension
solutions for more than 200 popular 4WD
vehicles. Whether it’s for work or play,
touring or hardcore off road, Old Man Emu
has a selection of springs, shocks and
associated suspension components that
will transform your 4WD’s ride, handling and
off road capabilities.
Old Man Emu’s superior qualities are
recognised globally, with its products
exported to more than 120 countries.
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SHOCK
ABSORBERS

Old Man Emu shock absorbers provide your vehicle
with greater ride and handling. Your only
consideration is which one is best for you.

BP-51 HIGH-PERFORMANCE
BYPASS SHOCK ABSORBERS
With comfort and control second to none, ARB’s BP-51 shock
absorbers provide a comfortable and compliant ride during normal
driving and a more controlled ride over challenging terrain.

BP-51 is for customers that want the best in 4WD suspension.
What sets it apart from others is that it’s a multiple bypass shock
absorber that fits everyday application. This is because of its
unique extruded alloy body where the tubes are replaced by
passages within the shock body, allowing it to fit into tighter
confines such as inside a coil spring.
Another feature that sets the BP-51 apart from other shock
absorbers is its adjustability of both rebound and compression
(where most only allow for adjustability of compression). The
result is a ride customisation that can be tailored to individual
vehicle or trip requirements.

Designed, developed and tested entirely in house, they truly are
the ultimate in comfort and control.

when you
want the best

SUSPENSION

BP-51
Internal features:
- Bypass, shim-controlled, positionsensitive damping
- Multiple compression and rebound
bypass zones for smoother
transition
- Kidney bypass ports for maximum
bore size and bypass flow area
- High-performance,
high-viscosity index oil
- Polished, high-strength,
high-fatigue life shims

Adjustable spring
preloadI ride height

Vehicle-specific applications
with no fitting modifications
required

Dash 6 high-temperature Teflon
hose with high-flow fittings

High-pressure nitrogen reservoir
with anodised, aluminium floating
piston

High-temperature
Viton and Teflon seal
pack

Hard chromed ground
shaft

Lightweight, aircraft grade
(6061 T6) aluminium for heat
dissipation and corrosion
resistance with type III, hard
anodised finish

Oversized, Teflon-lined,
spherical bearings

ARB designs and
manufactures BP-51 inhouse, using state-of-theart machinery with a large
group of highly skilled and
specialised engineers.
Extensive dyno, real world
and destructive testing is
undertaken to ensure BP-51
are built to last and will
handle both on and off road
conditions.

On-vehicle adjustment for
both rebound and compression
to suit varying loads and ride
preferences

Impact-resistant, replaceable
shaft guard
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NITROCHARGER SPORT
The Nitrocharger Sport is the everyday
shock absorber. Significant advances in
key componentry and valving technology
mean the Nitrocharger Sport provides
greater ride comfort and handling over
all terrains.

In addition, vehicle-specific valving
ensures the shock absorber is matched
to your OME spring selection, accessory
fitment and load-carrying requirements,
so there’s a Nitrocharger Sport to suit
your needs, no matter what the terrain or
intended vehicle use.

SUSPENSION

Nitrocharger
Sport

Vehicle-specific bushes manufactured from
polyurethane and rubber materials for extended life.

Impact-resistant, polyamide dirt shield protects
the shaft from stone chips and off road debris.

Larger-than-average diameter, inductionhardened, chrome piston rod means the
Nitrocharger Sport is better able to handle the
rigours of heavy loads and tough 4x4 touring than
standard shock absorbers.

Triple-lip oil seal with gas retention check valve
virtually eliminates contaminant damage and
provides outstanding gas and oil retention.

Nitrogen gas increases the temperature operating
range and improves oil flow through the valving,
ensuring optimum performance.
High-flow piston with open apertures ensures a
uniform oil flow through the disc stacks, providing
dependable, fade-free damping.

With compression and rebound valving on the
piston and additional compression valving in the
base of the shock absorber, OME engineers are
able to finetune the Nitrocharger Sport in ways not
possible with other shock absorbers.

Additional valve stack provides for a more
rounded and comfortable ride over patchy and
uneven road conditions.

High-performance oil and nitrogen gas combine to
reduce aeration and make the shock more durable in
harsh conditions.
Heavy-gauge steel outer tube protects inner tube
and piston from damage and possible performance
failure.
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SPRINGS
COIL SPRINGS

It does not take much to
overload standard springs,
particularly when navigating
off road conditions. ARB’s
range of springs provide more
lift, giving more clearance
to the undercarriage of your
vehicle and improving the loadcarrying capability of your 4WD
so you can taca

OME coil springs can be matched to your
specific load requirements and intended
vehicle usage, providing you with greater
control.
•
•
•
•
•

Superior strength and durability
Reduced spring stress
Enhanced spring life
Multiple applications
Guaranteed perfect fitment to your
vehicle
• Designed and manufactured in Australia

LEAF SPRINGS
OME leaf springs have been engineered
to provide optimum ride performance
irrespective of operating conditions.
• Increased ride comfort and longevity
• Reduced risk of sagging
• Load testing ensures the spring meets
the required specification
• Added safety through military wrap
design
• Reduced friction
• Reduced spring stress and increased
spring life

Improve your ride

SUSPENSION
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STEERING STABILISERS

TORSION BARS

Steering stabilisers (also known as a damper) reduces
the effect of wheel vibration and improves the feel,
handling and control of your vehicle. It also reduces
the aggressive rotation of the steering wheel over
rough roads without affecting steering wheel return.

Old Man Emu torsion bars are designed to carry the
load of winches, bull bars and dual batteries while
maintaining wheel travel.

Stabilisers are not required for every vehicle. They
are suited to older style steering systems that don’t
incorporate a rack and pinion.

With a higher spring rate than factory torsion bars, they
improve your vehicle’s ride and handling, both on road
and off. They corner, they ride and you’ll love them.

BUSHES

GREASEABLE SHACKLES & PINS
If your Old Man Emu 4WD suspension system includes
leaf springs, the Old Man Emu urethane bushes that
are part of the system require regular lubrication to
ensure longevity. Pulling them out to regrease them is
fiddly, time consuming and, with greaseable shackles
and pins, unnecessary.
Old Man Emu greaseable shackles and pins provide
constant lubrication. The alternative just isn’t worth
considering.

ARB offers a variety of Old Man Emu urethane and
rubber bush kits for shock absorbers, leaf springs,
panhard rods, control arms and sway bars. Features
such as our exclusive splined leaf spring bushes and
caster correction kits ensure ultimate performance.

HARDWARE
ARB has a range of vehicle-specific Old Man Emu
hardware including U-bolts, centre bolts, spring liners
and trim packers.

SUSPENSION

GVM
UPGRADES

Available for new unregistered
vehicles, GVM stands for Gross
Vehicle Mass and is the maximum
weight your vehicle can weigh.
Everything you place on or in
your vehicle, such as fuel,
accessories, cargo (including
passengers), the tray body for
cab chassis models and even the
tow ball load applied by a boat
or camper trailer, adds to the
overall GVM.

Equipping and packing your 4WD for
remote area travel, or outfitting it as a
workhorse can result in your vehicle’s
standard GVM being inadequate.
When providing GVM upgrades, ARB
ensures that the increase in a vehicle’s
GVM following the fitment of a complete
suspension system meets the minimum
ADR safety requirements.
Once the approved suspension system
and GVM upgrade compliance plate
has been fitted to your vehicle by an
authorised Old Man Emu installer, it can
then be registered according to its new
increased GVM.
Please note GVM upgrades are often
country-specific and vary depending on
your local laws. Please contact your local
ARB dealer for further information.
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FRONT AXLE
UPGRADES
The final weight over the front
axle of your vehicle is often
determined by the weight over
the rear axle, as more rear axle
weight will reduce the downward
pressure over the front axle.

Therefore loading and unloading of
weight on the rear of a vehicle, such
as unhitching a trailer or removing your
touring gear, can play havoc with weight
distribution across your front axles in
accordance with the manufacturer’s front
axle load limits.
To assist in providing greater flexibility in
managing load variations as you need,
ARB offers a range of Old Man Emu front
axle capacity upgrades for the most
popular 4×4 models when installing an
Old Man Emu suspension package. With
up to an additional 170kg of verified front
axle load, tourers and tradesmen alike
can have peace of mind that dynamic
shift in weight distribution is being aptly
supported across both axles.
These certifications are designed for
Australia, however may be applicable to
your country depending on your local
laws. Please contact your local ARB dealer
for further information.
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AIR LOCKERS

AIR
LOCKERS

AIR LOCKERS
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AIR LOCKERS

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

AIR
LOCKERS
Don’t lose momentum.
An ARB Air Locker ensures your 4WD just keeps
going, no matter the incline, no matter the
conditions. You won’t lose momentum – not even
for a second.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides the confidence to drive more difficult 4WD tracks
Facilitates controlled descent
Air compressor can be used for tyre inflation
Manufactured in Australia, engineered to handle the most extreme
conditions
Race proven technology
Fully supported for parts and service globally
Improved traction results in reduced track degradation
Less chance of panel and mechanical damage
Great for competition use

Just one push of a button and you’re back on track! Extra drive
instantaneously.
An ARB Air Locker solves the problem of drive being directed to a wheel
that is off the ground or slipping. It replaces the factory differential
centre, and when engaged, positively locks the front or rear differential
providing equal drive to opposing wheels. By directing the drive to
where it’s needed, you get vastly improved traction allowing challenging
terrain to be approached with control and confidence.
Note: Compatible with

ARB designs and manufactures Air
Lockers in-house, using state-of-the-art
machinery with a large group of highly
skilled and specialised engineers. Each
individual piece is carefully constructed
to exact precision and each locker is
extensively tested to ensure you can trust
an ARB Air Locker in the harshest off road
environments.

AIR LOCKERS

Get a grip
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AIR LOCKERS

OFF ROAD
RACING

ARB Air Lockers continue to
dominate the world’s toughest
off road racing events. In
recent years the ARB Air Locker
has become the official locker
of King of the Hammers and
Ultra4 in the USA.

Because of these extreme off road racing
events (some of the toughest courses
in the world), ARB engineers have been
driven to continue to develop and test
the Air Locker to ensure it can stand up to
these grueling conditions and
to make the best locker in the
world even better!

OFFICIAL LOCKER OF KING OF THE
HAMMERS AND ULTRA4

AIR LOCKERS

Why Front
Lockers

A rear locker will provide
your 4WD with significantly
improved off road capability
and allow challenging terrain
to be approached in a far more
controlled manner. The addition
of a front locker will take your
4WD to the next level, allowing
you to get the absolute best out
of your vehicle.

Traversing steep, rocky terrain can be
punishing on vehicles and can actually be
quite dangerous, particularly if the track
surface is wet and slippery. Continual
wheel slippage inevitably results in the
driver needing to apply more acceleration
to maintain forward momentum, which can
make the vehicle’s stability unpredictable
as the wheels scramble for traction.
These scenarios also place a great deal of
strain on the vehicle’s drivetrain and can
frequently lead to failures of mechanical
components such as CV joints and axles.

scrambling to climb over. This scenario can
lead to rollovers and drivetrain breakages
as your 4WD struggles for traction.
Furthermore, the front diffs and overall
drivetrain architecture on some vehicles
are weaker than the rear, which just
exacerbates the situation.

A locked rear differential will vastly improve
the situation, delivering equal drive to both
rear wheels. But in particularly challenging
situations, a loss of traction in the front can
still be experienced.

Many 4WDs come with rear lockers as
standard but their ability to lock quickly
and stay engaged varies enormously.
ARB Air Lockers activate in a split second
and remain 100% locked until the
driver deactivates them. It’s this rapid
engagement and overall strength that
makes them so well suited to the front of

Picture a steep, rutted hill with large rock
ledges and the vehicle’s front wheels

Locked front and rear differentials in this
terrain are the absolute pinnacle in terms
of off road capability and safety. They
minimise the strain on the vehicle and
prevent degradation of the track surface.

vehicles. This is due to the fact that when
engaged, a front locker will adversely
affect steering when trying to navigate
a sharp turn. It’s why very few vehicle
manufacturers offer a front locker. With
an Air Locker, this isn’t a problem as the
driver simply deactivates the locker when
necessary.
There are a whole range of scenarios
where front and rear lockers will mean
the difference between driving through
an obstacle or having to be winched or
snatched over it. Rock, mud, sand and
snow, uphill and downhill… Air Lockers will
become your best off road friend.
Once you’ve experienced this
improvement in your vehicle’s capability,
you’ll never want to be without them.
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AIR LOCKERS

AIR LOCKER VS
ELECTRONIC
LOCKER

ARB’s Air Locker has many advantages over
conventional electronic lockers.

Electronic lockers can only be engaged at speeds up to 8-10km/h.
That means you have to slow or even stop to engage them – and
even then, activation takes time. Imagine you’re halfway up a hill
and need to lock the differential. With an electronic locker you
have to stop, activate and wait, which compromises your ability to
get going again because momentum has been lost.
But with an ARB Air Locker, a flick of the switch gives instant lock
at any moment and its super strong design allows activation at
any speed.
Many modern day vehicles come fitted with a rear electronic
locker. But that’s only doing half the job. What about the
front axle? An Air Locker fitted to the front axle provides the
total package.
With an ARB Air Locker, you get:
• More drive
• Instantaneous action
• Engagement at any speed
• Greater control
• Extra strength
There really is no other option.

SUITABLE FOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All off road terrain
Recreational and serious 4WDers
Towing caravans and camper trailers
Towing boats
Farmers
Military applications
Off road racing

You don’t need the
world’s best locker...
until you do

AIR LOCKERS
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AIR SYSTEMS

AIR
SYSTEMS

AIR SYSTEMS
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AIR SYSTEMS

TAKE THE PRESSURE DOWN

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

AIR
COMPRESSORS
Few 4WDers head off road without an air compressor. It
provides peace of mind and certainty. ARB air compressors
are available in both vehicle-mounted and portable kits and
they’re built for extreme environments.

Whether you’re activating Air Lockers, inflating tyres and camping
accessories or even reseating a tyre onto a wheel, there’s a model available
to suit your needs.
All ARB vehicle-mounted compressors are resistant to water, dust, heat and
shock to help withstand the rigours of off road travel.
The portable compressors come complete with a six-metre air hose,
battery clamps, inflation kit, hard-mounted activation switch, professional
circuit protection and a durable carry case.
Note: On-board compressors are compatible with

ARB designs and manufactures air compressors in-house, using state-of-theart machinery with a large group of highly skilled and specialised engineers.
Tried and tested extensively to ensure you can rely on an ARB air compressor
when out on the tracks.

When out 4WDing, tyre pressure can have a huge impact
on your driving experience and performance, as well as
longevity of your tyres and your environmental footprint.
Below is a pressure guide to help you on your next
getaway:
Bitumen
32-38psi
For standard size tyres, use the pressures specified on
your vehicle’s placard. Higher pressures will be required
when carrying heavier loads.
Fast/Smooth Gravel
32-36psi
Ensure your tyre pressure isn’t too low as this can result in
loss of steering response and stability, especially if you’re
driving fast.
Slow/Rough Gravel
26-32psi
Keep in mind, the higher the speed, the more heat
generated in the tyre according to your load.
Mud
22-28psi
If the mud is thick and has a loose, deep base, lower tyre
pressures, avoid wheel spinning and maintain momentum.
If the mud is watery and has a solid base, you can
maintain high pressures, maintain momentum but never
drive fast as you can lose control. If the mud is medium
consistency, you need to drive with enough momentum
that still maintains traction.
Sand
16-26psi
This depends on the depth and coarseness of the
sand. Lower tyre pressure improves your longitudinal
footprint and flotation. Sudden or heavy movements of
the steering can be dangerous and speed needs to be
appropriately reduced depending on depth of sand.
Rocky Gravel/Rocks
22-28psi
Always drive slowly and in low range. Lowering tyre
pressure over this terrain improves traction and flexibility.
Very low pressure (around 20psi or less) can create the
risk of pushing the tyre bead off the rim.
Please note that these are recommendations and dependent
on location, weather and vehicle weight, may vary.

AIR SYSTEMS
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COMPRESSORS

SINGLE COMPRESSOR

TWIN COMPRESSOR

ARB’s most popular compressor, the
single compressor is constructed entirely
of lightweight, durable materials and
features a class-leading flow rate. Available
in portable and onboard.

Twice the flow, twice the speed. The twin
compressor is perfect for serious 4WDers,
vehicles with larger than average tyre size
or for competition purposes. Available in
portable and onboard.

Features:

The twin compressor comprises two
single compressors, which means it has
all the features of the single compressor
plus the following.

• Sealed for moisture and dust resistance
• Teflon-impregnated carbon fibre piston seal for
trouble-free life
• Anodised mounting bracket dissipates motor
heat and allows compressor to be repositioned

Features:

180 degrees on vehicle-mounted models

• Suitable for many air tools when used in

• Equipped with over-pressure safety valve
• Motor is internally thermal protected against
extreme temperature damage

ARB AIR LOCKER
ACTIVATION SYSTEM
Specifically designed for those who just
want a compressor to activate an Air
Locker, it’s compact and comes with a full
wiring loom for simplified installation and
plug-in connectivity to Air Locker control
solenoids.
It’s also suitable for running on the 12-volt
accessory supply for most 12-volt and 24volt vehicles due to its low current draw.

conjunction with a four-litre air tank (optional with
onboard models)
• 100 per cent duty cycle with fan for continuous

• Heavy-duty in-line maxi fuse provides

and heavy-duty operation

professional circuit protection

COMPRESSOR BRACKETS

• Available in either a 12-volt or 24-volt

Tire size

0-30psi

15-30psi

31x10.5R15

2:34

1:11

33x12.5R15

3:53

1:45

35x12.5R15

5:15

3:00

APPROX. INFLATION
TIME
(MINUTES/TIRES)

configuration
APPROX. INFLATION
TIME
(MINUTES/TIRES)
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Tire size

0-30psi

15-30psi

33x10.5R15

2:06

0:55

35x12.5R15

2:18

1:00

37x12.5R17

2:47

1:40

Reliable, quality brackets to properly
integrate an ARB compressor to a 4WD.
Vehicle specific brackets are available for
some models with a universal option also
available to suit a range of vehicles.

AIR SYSTEMS

AUTOMOTIVE LOAD
PROTECTION IN LOOM

AIR LOCKER SOLENOID
MOUNTING MANIFOLD

PRESSURE CUTOUT SWITCH

AIR FILTER EQUIPPED

6-METRE [20-FT] TYRE
INFLATION HOSE

THERMAL OVERLOAD
PROTECTED MOTOR

12

5.5A 27.7L/m

0.98CFM

7.5A

19.7L/m

0.70CFM

2.4

5.3

35%
21/39

122mm
[4.8”]

162mm
[6.4”]

88mm
[3.5”]

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

CKMA12
High Output
single

12

14A 87.2L/m

3.08CFM

25A

66L/m

2.34CFM

4.5

9.9

50%
30/30

145mm
[5.7”]

190mm
[7.5”]

98mm
[3.9”]

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

CKMA24
High Output
single

24

7A

87.2L/m

3.08CFM

12.6A

66L/m

2.34CFM

4.5

9.9

50%
30/30

145mm
[5.7”]

190mm
[7.5”]

98mm
[3.9”]

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

CKMTA12
Maximum
Performance
double

12

28A 174.4L/m

6.16CFM

50A

132L/m

4.68CFM

8.8

19.4

100%
60/0

105mm
[4.1”]

278mm
[10.9”]

190mm
[7.5”]

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

CKMTA24
Maximum
Performance
double

24

14A 174.4L/m

6.16CFM

25A

132L/m

4.68CFM

8.8

19.4

100%
60/0

105mm
[4.1”]

278mm
[10.9”]

190mm
[7.5”]

YES

NO

YES

YES

NO

YES

CURRENT DRAW
NO-LOAD

CKSA12
Air Locker
Activation
System

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

@ 200kpa

MODEL NUMBER/
DESCRIPTION

CURRENT DRAW
UNDER LOAD

DUTY CYCLE % @ 22°C [72°F]
(ON TIME/OFF TIME)

ONBOARD AIR

AIR FLOW
UNDER
NO-LOAD
@ 0kpa

@ 0psi

AIR FLOW
UNDER
LOAD

WEIGHT

compressor
& included
accessories

@ 29psi

Kgs

lbs

SIZE MM [INCHES]
when positioned vertically
in the mounting bracket
Height

Length

Width

AUTOMOTIVE LOAD
PROTECTION IN LOOM

AIR LOCKER SOLENOID
MOUNTING MANIFOLD

PRESSURE CUTOUT SWITCH

AIR FILTER EQUIPPED

6-METRE [20-FT] TYRE
INFLATION HOSE

THERMAL OVERLOAD
PROTECTED MOTOR

14A

87.2L/m

3.08CFM

25A

66L/m

2.34CFM

6.6

14.5

50%
30/30

208mm
[8.2”]

440mm
[17.3”]

238mm
[9.4”]

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

CKMTP12
Maximum
Performance
double

12

28A

174.4L/m

6.16CFM

50A

132L/m

4.68CFM

15

33

100%
60/0

186mm
[7.3”]

478mm
[18.8”]

355mm
[14”]

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

AIR FLOW
UNDER
NO-LOAD
@ 0kpa

@ opsi

CURRENT DRAW
UNDER LOAD

12

CURRENT DRAW
NO-LOAD

CKMP12
High Output
single

SUPPLY VOLTAGE

Height

MODEL NUMBER/
DESCRIPTION

DUTY CYCLE % @ 22°C [72°F]
(ON TIME/OFF TIME)

PORTABLE AIR

AIR FLOW
UNDER
LOAD
@ 200kpa @ 29psi

WEIGHT

compressor
& included
accessories

Kgs

Lbs

SIZE MM [INCHES]
when positioned vertically
in the mounting bracket
Length

Width
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AIR
ACCESSORIES

ARB’s Air Systems range of
accessories ensures you have
the right component for all
conceivable situations. You know
they’ll last – they’re ARB.

AIR SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
Choose from a range of air fittings,
stainless braided PTFE hose and air
chuck mounting solutions. Ensure your
4WD is fitted front to back with ondemand air.

AIR CHUCK WITH CLIP
ARB has a range of air chucks for angled
or long-reach applications.

AIR SYSTEMS

TPMS

ALUMINIUM AIR TANK

ARB’s tyre pressure monitoring
system (TPMS) monitors tyre
pressure for peace of mind
when 4WDing or day-to-day
travel.

The four-litre aluminium air
tank delivers high-volume air
output suitable for rapid tyre
inflation and running most airpowered tools.

The ARB TPMS incorporates
two functions of on road
mode and off road mode. The
system uses (optional/sold
seperately) trailer repeater and
can monitor up to nine tyres
at once.

ARB INFLATION CASE
Keep all your ARB air
accessories organised and
in one place. With space for
all ARB inflation, deflation,
gauges, hoses and general air
accessories, it incorporates
abrasion-resistant canvas,
durable rubber handle and
high-vis reflective taping
for safety.

AIR PRESSURE GAUGES,
INFLATORS AND
DEFLATORS
Bronze Bourdon tube gauges
accurately measure, inflate
and deflate your vehicle’s
tyres with easy-to-read dials
and protective rubber gauge
guards.
Digital gauges provide finer
measurement and easy-toread displays.

AIR LOCKER
MANIFOLD KIT
The Air Locker manifold kit
enables easy installation of Air
Locker solenoids.

PUMP-UP KIT

E-Z TYRE DEFLATOR

Standard with the portable
compressor kits, the pumpup kit is also an optional
accessory for the mounted
range. It includes quickconnect couplings for fast
and easy mounting to ARB air
compressors and accessories,
a six-metre air hose, an air
accessory kit and a T-piece
for in-line connection of an air
chuck and pressure switch to
the compressor.

The E-Z Deflator allows for
the removal of the valve core
for rapid tyre deflation and is
available in both digital and
analogue. Each are provided in
a protective canvas pouch.

control
the pressure
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SAFARI SNORKELS

SNORKELS

SAFARI SNORKELS
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SAFARI SNORKELS

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

SAFARI
SNORKELS

PROTECT YOUR ENGINE FROM
DUST AND WATER
A 4x4 snorkel raises the level of your
vehicle’s air intake to minimise the chance
of water or dust entering your engine. It
transfers the air intake from under your bonnet
to roof height, providing your vehicle with
cleaner, fresher, cooler air. You get maximum
engine protection and less likelihood of engine
damage and vehicle breakdown.

• Protects your engine from deep water/river crossings
• Protects your engine from dust and dirt in outback
conditions
• Maintains fresh air for your engine
• Removes rain from incoming air stream
• UV-stabilised for product reliability
• Colourfast material for maximum product life
• All stainless steel hardware

Always take the
scenic route

SAFARI SNORKELS

SAFARI SNORKEL FEATURES
• Ingenious design: Safari’s Air Ram system is designed to simultaneously remove
the maximum volume of water from the incoming air stream, while delivering the
maximum airflow to your vehicle’s engine.
• Durable materials: Safari snorkels utilise a UV-stable polyethylene body, which
ensures a strong and robust fitting to the outside of your 4×4. Corrosion-resistant,
stainless steel-plated hardware on all internal and external fittings and fixtures
completes the treatment.
• Vehicle specific: Nothing fits like Safari. As a result of an intricate design process,
Safari snorkels are manufactured to integrate seamlessly.

WHICH SAFARI SNORKEL IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Safari manufactures three types of snorkel: ARMAX, V-Spec and R-Spec.
ARMAX

V-Spec

Safari’s top-of-the-range, performanceoriented Safari snorkel is designed for
serious 4WD owners and those who travel
off road in dusty, wet conditions:

The traditional Safari snorkel range:
• Suits popular current model vehicles
• Lifetime warranty
• Created from industrial spec
UV-stabilised polyethylene

• Lifetime warranty
• Developed to flow 30 per cent more air
than the OE air intake system
• High-flow air ducting and body ensures
air supply is in excess of engine
requirements
• Every component designed for
maximum dust and water sealing
• Stainless steel-plated hardware for
corrosion resistance
• Unique water separating Air Ram
effectively disperses rain and unwanted
moisture
• Works in tandem with other
performance modifications
• Created from industrial spec UVstabilised polyethylene

R-Spec
For the budget-conscious 4WDer:
• Suits older model vehicles
• Five-year warranty
• Created from recreational spec
UV-stabilised polyethylene
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REAR BARS AND TOWING

REAR BARS AND TOWING

REAR
BARS AND
TOWING
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REAR BARS AND TOWING

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

PROTECTION,
PERFORMANCE
AND VERSATILITY
Do you need extra protection when heading off
road? Would a rear step tow bar make it easier
to access items from your roof rack? Or do you
want the ability to tow but with added extras?

Summit Raw Rear Step Tow Bar

Rear Bar

Rear Step Tow Bar

Rear Bar and Wheel Carrier

Tow Bars

ARB’s range of rear protection products provide extra
functionality, peace of mind and the solution to all your towing
needs. You’re covered, all over. Check out the handy table
below to find your perfect match:

Summit Rear Step Tow Bar
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Towing

●

●

●

●

●

Rear Protection

●

●

●

●

●

Vehicle Access

●

●

●

●

Jacking Points

●

●

●

Available for New Models

●

●

●

●

●

●

Available for Older Models

●

●

REAR BARS AND TOWING
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SUMMIT REAR
STEP TOW BAR

The modern, stylised rear step tow bar provides protection, easy
access to the vehicle and maximum towing capacity. The Summit rear
step tow bar is compatible with OE parking sensors and features a
textured powder-coated 60.3mm tubular frame.

As rear tub corners on utility vehicles are vulnerable to
damage, replaceable steel wing panels mount to the chassis
and RSTB assembly for optimum strength and rigidity.
(Wing panels come standard in a black powder-coat finish
but can be colour-coded for additional vehicle integration.)

Styled rear diffuser
panels provide
additional protection
while adding to the
modern aesthetics of
the vehicle.

An anodised tread
panel provides grip for
safe access to the
vehicle tub or roof.

Integrated numberplate
light (model
dependent).

Integrated heavy-duty
towing system features
a Class 4.50mm hitch
receiver that tows up
to the vehicle,s rated
towing capacity.

Tucked out of sight is
a hinged steel access
panel for securely
mounting trailer plug
wiring, an ARB air
compressor outlet, an
ARB trailer camera
wiring connection and a
50-amp Anderson plug.

REAR BARS AND TOWING

Available for vehicles
both with and without
factory rear parking
sensors.

Four jacking points, one underneath each
wing panel and one on either side of the
rear diffuser panel, provide versatility
when recovering your 4WD.
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SUMMIT RAW REAR
STEP TOW BAR

Based on the Summit RSTB but
stripped back, the Summit
Raw rear step tow bar has
a redesigned wing tube that
provides protection to the lower
section of the tub.

An anodised tread
panel provides grip for
safe access to the
vehicle tub or roof.

Multiple chassis
mounting points
designed for optimum
strength and rigidity.

Integrated
numberplate light
(model dependent).

Integrated heavyduty towing system
features a Class 4
50mm hitch receiver
that tows up to the
vehicle,s rated towing
capacity.

REAR BARS AND TOWING

Available for vehicles
both with and without
factory rear parking
sensors.

Protected recessed
mount trailer plug
wiring, an ARB air
compressor outlet, an
ARB trailer camera
wiring connection and a
50-amp Anderson plug.

Two jacking points
provide versatility
when recovering your
4WD.
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REAR BAR

REAR BAR
A rear bar provides no-frills rear end
protection, versatility and vehicle
access. The recess allows larger tyres
to be mounted on the rear door (model
specific).
For wagons not requiring a wheel or jerry
can holder.

REAR BAR WITH
WHEEL CARRIER
Mounting your spare tyre on the back
door can cause undue stress to the door
assembly, while a spare wheel located
underneath a vehicle can be difficult to
access, more prone to damage and may
affect ground clearance when driving off
road.
The ARB rear bar and wheel carrier
provides the solution by relocating the
spare tyre onto the bumper assembly via a
swing-out carrier.
•
•
•
•

REAR STEP TOW BAR
The rear step tow bar incorporates a
rated tow bar ideal for utility vehicles and
tubular protection for the tub with the step
section, providing easy access to the roof.

Provides protection and convenience
Easy access to wheel
Avoids door assembly stress
Maintains ground clearance

REAR BARS AND TOWING
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Full cab height option

●

●

●

Secure tub-only option

●

Tinted safety glass windows

●

Frameless glass windows

●

Push-button window opening

●

Customised window configuration

●

Central locking access

●

LED brake light

●

Integrated rear spoiler

●

Internal LED light
Color-coding available

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Available in smooth or textured finish

●

High-lift hinge system

●

●

Easy to remove and refit
Soft-touch electronic unlocking mechanism

Sport Lid

Whether you’re after modern styling, security or better
organisation, we have the perfect solution for your needs.
Use the handy table below to find the canopy that best
suits your needs.

Classic Plus Canopy

Whether it’s for camping, keeping
equipment and tools dry and
secure, or for extra storage, ARB
has the perfect canopy solution
for your needs. ARB canopies
are built to last, under all
conditions. Guaranteed! Best
of all, they fit your vehicle
seamlessly, adding to its
aesthetic appeal.

CHOOSING A CANOPY

Classic Canopy

CANOPIES

Ascent Canopy
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ASCENT CANOPY

Sleek modern styling, offering
the highest level of usability
and comfort.

What makes the Ascent
canopy so appealing?

Frameless glass
No handles
Push-button opening
Tinted safety glass
Electronic locking and unlocking
Vanishing edge design
Stylish interior
High LED stop light
Smooth finish
• Colour-coding
• Central locking
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For those who live an
active lifestyle and
want their vehicle to
look good from head
to toe… the Ascent is a
natural fit.

CANOPIES

CLASSIC CANOPY

Safe and secure.
Unrivalled quality, practicality
and affordability.

CLASSIC PLUS
CANOPY

The same as the Classic, plus a centralised,
electronic handle door that incorporates
keyless entry and slam-shut operation.
Extra security at a classic price.

Classic features include:
• Weatherproof design for harsh
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

environments
Durable mounting system
Double locking handles
Lift-up front window
Lift-up rear door
Easy to clean interior
LED brake light
Internal LED light
Tinted safety glass

The Classic canopy can be tailored to suit
any vehicle or personal requirement.
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ASCENT CANOPY
LED interior light

Sleek modern styling, offering
the highest level of usability
and comfort.

Choice of lift-up or
pop-up side windows
Electronic unlatching
for the side and rear
windows

Frameless, tinted and tempered
windows with slam shut latches

High flow canopy vent,
inhibiting dust ingress

CANOPIES

Remote central locking

The canopy
form fits to the
vehicle tub with
no visible seal
Anti-entrapment dial allows the rear door
to be locked or unlocked from within the
canopy
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CLASSIC CANOPY
Lift-up front window

Weatherproof design

Safe and secure.
Unrivalled quality, practicality
and affordability.

Durable mounting system

Double locking handles

Lift-up or sliding side window options

Internal light

CANOPIES

LED brake light

Premium tint

Lift-up rear door
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CANOPY
ACCESSORIES
CANOPY ROOF RACKS
The Ascent, Classic and
Classic Plus canopies have
an optional internal frame
assembly to which roof racks
can be fitted. ARB’s canopy
roof racks are perfect for
carrying timber, ladders and
a variety of other equipment.
They are available in both
steel and aluminium and come
in two sizes for dual-cab
vehicles. Featuring an openended design to aid loading,
an optional roof rack roller can
also be selected (steel racks
only) to assist with loading
longer items.

It provides:
• Protection to windows from
shifting or loose objects
stored in the canopy
• Extra ventilation for animals

CANOPY VENT
The canopy vent is ideal for
transporting animals and
on other occasions when
constant, cool, clean airflow is
required. In addition, the vent

pressurises the interior of the
canopy, reducing the flow of
dust through the tailgate area.
The canopy vent is standard
on the Ascent canopy and
optional on the Classic and
Classic Plus.

SECURITY MESH
The Classic canopy security
mesh fits front or side sliding
windows.

The security mesh is lasercut from 2.5mm solid steel
sheet and powder-coated to
minimise corrosion and for
aesthetic appeal.

CANOPIES

BED
LINERS

WINDOW CONFIGURATIONS

BED LINERS

SPORTGUARD

ARB’s range of canopies have different
window configurations to ensure there
is something to suit everyone’s specific
needs. All using tinted safety glass the
Classic range has lift-up or sliding options
and Ascent has pop-out or lift-up.

Maintain the look and value of your
vehicle, inside as well as out.

The ARB Sportguard is the premium bed
liner to protect your vehicle tub. It comes
in five pieces so it’s easy to remove and
install. It simply snaps together with no
drilling required.

An ARB bed liner protects the inside
and tailgate of your vehicle from shifting
tools and equipment. Manufactured from
impact-resistant, UV-stable polyethylene,
it is vacuum-formed to precise tray
dimensions. It also protects against
common chemicals including oil, petrol,
paint and battery acid.

Features:
• Anti-slip floor
• Five-piece design for simple installation
• Multi-fitment options
• Vehicle tie-down points retained
• Contoured design maximises tub space
• Strong, durable materials
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SPORTLID

A canopy is not for everyone. Maybe
you don’t need the extra storage space a
canopy provides. Or you love the feeling
of freedom and the great outdoors when
you look in the rear-view mirror. You might
just want to keep the sporty look your
pickup provides. An ARB sportlid gives
you all of that, at the same time providing
safety, security and protection for your
tools and equipment.

ARB has a range of Sportlids, dependent
on model and age of vehicle and some
key features include:
• Easy to remove and re-fit
• Ability to hold a range of roof bars and
accessories
• Central locking
• LED interior light
• Soft touch electronic unlatching system
• Emergency override of locking
mechanism
• Provides a secure storage space
• Different look to a canopy

CANOPIES

TAILGATE ASSIST

Trying to juggle whatever you’re carrying
is a feat in itself, let alone managing the
weight of the tailgate. Wouldn’t it be useful
if you had a little helping hand? ARB’s
Tailgate Assist is here to be that hand.
Using two different struts (model
specific), the Tailgate Assist reduces the

effort required to operate the tailgate.
The passenger side strut helps to slowly
lower the tailgate and the driver side
facilitates raising it. The struts have been
co-developed with Stabilus, the worldrenowned strut manufacturer, and ARB
has designed a unique mounting system
to ensure longevity.
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ROOF RACKS

ROOF
RACKS
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ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

CHOOSING
A ROOF RACK
When it comes to roof racks, we’ve got
something for everyone. No matter what you’re
storing, what you’re moving, what you’re
taking with you, ARB should always be your
first choice for roof racks.

• Available in a variety of lengths and widths so you can
choose the right size for your requirements
• Vehicle-specific fitting kits
• Available in both steel and aluminium
• Available with optional extras to tailor your roof rack to
your load-carrying needs

Steel
Perfectly suited for the
structural design and loadcarrying requirements of off
roading.
Steel racks feature evenly
spaced cross bars and can be
optioned with a mesh floor.

Aluminium
The lightweight alternative
for carrying excess or bulky
items. Perfect for owners who
may wish to remove their rack
between trips.
Aluminium racks come
standard with an AmplimeshTM
alloy floor.

ROOF RACKS
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ROOF RACKS

Extra
storage

CAB RACK
ARB’s steel cab rack is built tough and engineered specifically for dual-cab utes. Manufactured in house by ARB, the rack utilises a durable
mounting system and features superb construction making it well suited to a variety of recreational and commercial applications.

ROOF RACKS

DELUXE RACKS

CANOPY/TRADE RACK

Available in a range of sizes to suit a variety of vehicles, Deluxe
racks provide extra storage space and are fully enclosed.
* Shown with optional wind deflector.

The perfect roof rack for trade vehicles, it opens at both
ends for the safe carrying of longer items such as timber and
ladders. It can also be fitted with a roof rack roller for easy
access on and off and is available in both steel and alloy.

TOURING RACK

FLAT RACK

Purpose-designed to hold an ARB rooftop tent and still provide
ample storage at the front of the rack. The touring rack is
manufactured from steel tubing to withstand extreme off road use.

ARB flat racks provide the same strength and robustness of
the ARB roof rack range but with the added practicality of a flat
platform. Available in alloy (featuring Amplimesh® mesh floor) or
steel (with cross bars only).
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Packing
and Planning
Pack for the track
“Oh no! I forgot to pack the _____.” Almost every 4WDer has uttered these words at least once on their
adventures. Packing smart is essential for ensuring you remember all you need to have an enjoyable trip.
• There’s no better storage option than a
good set of drawers. Take them to the
next level and protect your gear with some
cargo organisers.

• Pack items that have multiple uses. Why
pack an axe for splitting wood and a
hammer for banging in pegs when the axe
will do both jobs?

• Large plastic tubs can be a lifesaver. Group
similar essentials together and invest in
heavy-duty plastic tubs with strong lids so
that you can stack other items on top of
them.

• Try and keep the driver and passenger area
as free from clutter as possible.

• For more space, carry bulky items such as
swags, tents and mattresses on a set of
roof racks. Protect these items from the
weather inside a stormproof cargo bag.
Roof racks are also great for awkward items
such as fishing rods.
• Look for items that pack small and flat such
as collapsible buckets, foldaway tables and
compact chairs.

• Before packing your 4WD, put everything
you plan to take together in one spot. This
will make it easier to choose what goes on
the bottom and also gives you a better idea
as to what is crucial and what can be left
behind.
• Stay safe! Make sure there are no
loose items that could pose a danger
to passengers in the event of a sudden
stop and make sure you don’t overload
the weight of your 4WD as this can affect
handling and performance. A cargo barrier
is a great investment to ensure everything
in the back stays in the back.

• Take note of what you don’t use after taking
an item on more than one trip. If it didn’t
get used, remove it from your kit (not
applicable for recovery gear, tools or spare
parts).
• Give yourself plenty of time. Packing can
be stressful and you are more likely to
forget something if you are in a rush. Give
yourself enough time to pack, check and
then repack if you need to.
• Take a selfie! Grab your phone or camera
once you are finished and take a photo.
This can be a great reference on the day
you are packing up to head home and can’t
for the life of you figure out how you fit all
this stuff in!

DRAWERS AND STORAGE

BASIC PACKING CHECKLIST

Here’s a basic checklist to help you make sure
you have
everything you need next time you go on an advent
ure.

Basics
❏ Food
❏ Water (Two litres per person, per day)
❏ Clothing
❏ Toiletries
❏ Toilet paper
Shelter
❏ Tent or swag
❏ Pegs, poles and ropes
❏ Mesh floor mat
❏ Bedding/linen
Furniture
❏ Camp chairs
❏ Camp table
Lighting
❏ Torch or headlamp
❏ Rechargeable lantern or work light
Kitchen
❏ Pots and pans
❏ Camp oven
❏ Jaffle iron
❏ Plates, cups and utensils
❏ Garbage bags, paper towel, ziplock bags
❏ Portable fridge
❏ Collapsible washing-up bucket
❏ Environmentally friendly
washing-up liquid
❏ Matches, firelighters and
heavy-duty gloves
❏ Gas stove and bottle
❏ Hotplate
❏ Tea towels and scourers
Around camp
❏ Bug spray
❏ First aid kit
❏ Sunscreen
❏ Dust pan and brush
❏ Fishing rod
and tackle
❏ Saw or axe for
cutting firewood
❏ Rope (many uses
incl clothes line)
❏ Clothes pegs

4WD
❏ Recovery gear
❏ Air compressor
❏ Maps and GPS
❏ Recovery tracks
❏ Shovel
❏ Off road jack
❏ Tyre puncture repair kit
❏ Tools (socket set, spanners,
screwdrivers, etc.)
❏ Duct tape and zip ties
Extras for remote or extended trips
❏ Comms (sat phone, HF radio, etc.)
❏ Extra water storage
❏ Vehicle spare parts
❏ Portable toilet
❏ Mesh mosquito tent
❏ 12v shower and shower/toilet tent
❏ Extra fuel storage
❏ Freezer
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OUTBACK SOLUTIONS
DRAWER SYSTEMS

Once almost exclusively used in
wagons, the popularity of drawer
systems has exploded. And with
popularity has come innovation
and flexibility. ARB’s Outback
Solutions Drawer Systems are
completely modular and can be
individually tailored to your
needs and vehicle. Side by side,
top and bottom – the choices are
all yours.

Everything
in its place

ROLLER DRAWER

ROLLER DRAWER TABLE

DRAWER CABLE RUNNER

Traditional roll-out drawer with fixed
top allows for additional modules to be
stacked on top or provides a flat surface
for storing other larger items. Available in
different sizes and heights to suit a variety
of 4WDs.

Stainless steel pull out bench space in
the back of your vehicle. Perfect for food
preparation and numerous other uses.

Keep your fridge cable from being tangled
or damaged in the back of your vehicle,
this cable runner is suitable for most fridge
12V power cables and the length can be
adjusted to suit drawer travel.

ROLLER DRAWER WITH
ROLLER FLOOR
Traditional roll-out drawer with rolling
top gives you plenty of storage space
and allows a fridge freezer to be easily
mounted on top, enabling it to be
rolled in and out as required. Available
in different sizes to suit a variety of
4WDs.

ROLLER FLOOR
For more convenient access to your car
fridge and other stored items. Available in
three sizes, it incorporates a storage tray
underneath for smaller items.

CARGO BARRIER
Extra protection in the event of a collision
or emergency braking, a cargo barrier
stops unrestrained cargo from getting
thrown around and causing injury to
passengers.

DRAWERS AND STORAGE
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Drawers System

DRAWERS AND STORAGE

CARGO
ORGANISERS

Modular units allow greater flexibility
if needs change in the future.
Stainless steel bearing runners
for ultra-smooth drawer and slide
operation.
Long-lasting, UV-stable commercial
carpet complements modern vehicle
interiors.
Vehicle-specific side floor kit with
easy latches completes installation
and provides additional storage
areas within the cabin or tray.
Cross-folded floor ensures
maximum support for items placed
within each unit.
Self-locking anti-roll back system
locks into place at full extension.
Key lockable, push-pull, slamshut latches for ease of use and
maximum security.

Working seamlessly with the ARB Outback Solutions Modular
Drawers Systems, the ARB Cargo Organisers keep everything in
one place. They fold flat when unused but open up to become a
solution for all manner of storage issues.
Available in a range of sizes and made from 600D heavy-duty
PU-coated Oxford material, the ARB Cargo Organisers sport quality
zippers and handles to keep your contents secure, clean and
portable.
Additional features include rubber grip feet to reduce movement,
removable dividers to keep everything accessible and four
individual ID labels with each bag to easily identify your contents.
Handy for carrying goods from home or campsite to vehicle.
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FRIDGE
FREEZERS
Experience fridge freedom

There’s no doubt a fridge freezer is one of the most
important necessities when going on a trip. And when it
comes to refrigeration on the move, ARB has you covered.
Engineered in Australia to handle extreme conditions, ARB
fridge freezers offer uncompromising performance with
a temperature range from -22°C to +10°C, giving you the
convenience of refrigerated or frozen food and drinks no
matter where your journey takes you.
With an ARB fridge freezer, it’s as good as unplugging your
home fridge and putting it in your vehicle.
Note: Compatible with

FRIDGE FREEZERS

FEATURE PACKED
All of ARB’s fridge freezers are packed with
clever features. Below are some handy
options available:
A choice between single and dual zone
A large range of sizes to suit individual needs
A large range of accessories available to
complement each fridge including transit bags,
monitors, fridge slides and tie-down systems
Choice between weatherproof or in-cab fridges
Practical and easy to access from vehicle
Convenient drain plug for simple cleaning
Optimised compartments with seperate
compartment for fruit and dairy
Rubber feet integrated into fridge base for
increased grip and stability
Internal light so you can access all your food
and drinks in the dark

Check out the unique features of our
Elements, ZERO and Classic Series II range
to see what fridge best suits your needs.
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ELEMENTS WEATHERPROOF
FRIDGE FREEZER

The ultimate 4WDers fridge: engineered to withstand
the harshest conditions and tough enough to
permanently mount in the back of an open ute.

Unique magnetic lock,
activated by the touchpad
control panel, prevents
unauthorised access or
tampering with temperature
settings. For additional
security, a padlock recess
is built into the exterior
and an optional bolt-down
mounting kit makes the
fridge a permanent fixture
in the back of
your 4WD.

Wireless transmitter comes as
standard on all Elements fridge
freezers, allowing remote display
on your LINX or mobile device.
Available in 6OL, making it the
perfect size for family trips and
long getaways.

Innovative gas strut holds
the lid open in any position,
keeping both hands free to
grab food and drink.
User-friendly touchpad
control panel allows full
functionality with the lid
open and securely prevents
unwanted adjustments or
access with its unique userselected locking code.

Secure to the tray of your
4WD or in a wagon or
canopy on a fridge slide
drawer system.

With stainless steel body and
hinges, anodised aluminium
latches, UV-resistant trim and
protected electrical connections,
this weatherproof fridge is
capable of withstanding anything
Mother Nature can throw at it.
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FRIDGE FREEZERS

ZERO FRIDGE
FREEZER RANGE

The problem that faces all long-distance 4WDers
has now been solved.

Presenting ZERO: the dual-zone, all-in-one fridge and freezer, with
independently controlled cooling zones – available in 69L and
96L.
•
•
•

Perfect for trips to the bush, the beach and long getaways
With a steel body for extra protection
Smaller sizes also available with standard fridge or freezer
function

ZERO: it’s what you’ve been waiting for.

Drinks and icecream in the one fridge? ARB’s range of ZERO
fridge freezers have dual zone options, meaning you can have the
best of both worlds in the one fridge!
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ZERO RANGE

Dual or
single
zone
options

69L AND 96L DUAL ZONE

69L SPECIFICATIONS

Features:
• Dual, independently controlled cooling zones
• Removable compartment divider and internal lid (69L
only)
• Wireless monitoring and control compatible with
devices enabled with Bluetooth®
• Boost function for rapid cool down
• Anti-condensation technology
• Highly efficient, variable-speed compressor
• Convenient USB five-volt, 3,000mA outlet for
charging phones and similar devices
• Dual DC power inlet at opposing ends for customised
installations
• Front AC power inlet for quick home or powered site
connection
• Tough, durable steel outer casing
• Full-height corner mouldings for added protection
• Recessed carry handles with integrated tie-down
points
• Reversible quick-release lid with non-slip glass/bottle
provision
• Easy-view LED display
• Low power draw LED interior light
• Versatile, removable internal basket system with
provision for tall items/bottles

Features:
• Capacity: 87 x 375ml cans with divider, 108 without
• Cooling Capacity: -22°C to +10°C
• Weight: 31kg
• External Dimensions (mm): (L) 755 x (W) 469 x (H) 564
• Power: 12/24V DC / 100-240V AC

96L SPECIFICATIONS
Features:
• Capacity: 144 x 375ml cans
• Cooling Capacity: -22°C to +10°C
• Weight: 36.6kg
• External Dimensions (mm): (L) 935 x (W) 548 x (H) 509
• Power: 12/24V DC / 100-240V AC

FRIDGE FREEZERS

44L SPECIFICATIONS

44L AND 60L SINGLE ZONE
Features:
• Wireless monitoring and control via compatible
Bluetooth®-enabled devices
• Boost function for rapid cool down
• Anti-condensation technology
• Highly efficient, variable-speed compressor
• Convenient USB five-volt, 3,000mA outlet for
charging phones and similar devices
• Dual DC power inlet at opposing ends for customised
installations
• Front AC power inlet for quick home or powered site
connection
• Tough, durable steel outer casing
• Full-height corner mouldings for added protection
• Recessed carry handles with integrated tie-down
points
• Quick-release lid (60L has reversible quick-release lid)
with non-slip glass/bottle provision
• Easy-view LED display
• Low power draw LED interior light
• Versatile, removable internal basket system with
provision for tall items/bottles

Features:
• Capacity: 65 x 375ml cans
• Cooling Capacity: -22°C to +10°C
• Weight: 23.9kg
• External Dimensions (mm): (L) 675 x (W) 423 x (H) 496
• Power: 12/24V DC / 100-240V AC

60L SPECIFICATIONS
Features:
• Capacity: 96 x 375ml cans
• Cooling Capacity: -22°C to +10°C
• Weight: 28kg
• External Dimensions (mm): (L) 755 x (W) 469 x (H) 496
• Power: 12/24V DC / 100-240V AC
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CLASSIC
SERIES II RANGE

The ARB fridge freezer that 4WDers
have relied upon for years for its
durability and ease of access has
been finessed and updated. It now
includes:

•

•
•

Optional wireless transmitter that allows
remote display and control through LINX and
smart devices via the ARB Fridge Connect app
Dimmable, backlit touchpad for easy night-time
operation
12V power input readout for simple voltage
monitoring on the display

The Range
35L

47L

Holds 50 x 375ml cans.

Holds 72 x 375ml cans.

Great for short trips or as a
second fridge, the 35L fridge
freezer suits many compact
SUVs due to its low height and
small footprint.

Suitable for many medium to
large SUVs, wagons and utes,
the class-leading 47L fridge
freezer is your perfect travelling
companion.

60L

78L

Holds 90 x 375ml cans.

Holds 120 x 375ml cans.

Perfect for family trips or off
road touring, the 60L fridge
freezer features a low profile
to suit roller drawer systems,
utes, larger 4WDs, boats and
camper trailers.

With a huge capacity, the
78L fridge freezer provides
sufficient space to keep a
touring family well stocked with
cold food and drinks during
extended off road adventures.

FRIDGE FREEZERS

Features

Unique to the Classic Series II range

Tough, two-piece, quick-release
lid incorporates a recessed seal,
reducing wear and tear, and
keeping items cooler.

Backlit, dimmable LED temperature
displayI control panel - buttons
illuminate upon touch for simple
night-time viewing and operation.

Relax
& chill

Large over-centre cam lock latch cannot
come loose and provides a positive seal
between the lid and cabinet for maximum
cooling efficiency.

Stainless steel detent hinge
ensures the lid can be easily
released and securely slid back
into place.

Powder-coated, robust zinc steel
cabinet sides designed to withstand
extreme off road conditions.
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FRIDGE FREEZER
ACCESSORIES
TIE-DOWN SYSTEM
Available for Elements, ZERO
and Classic II fridge freezers.

FRIDGE SLIDE

Ideal for ensuring your fridge is
secured at all times. Simple to
fit and featuring spring loaded
clips, this accessory is a smart
and functional addition for your
4WD fridge.

Available for Elements, ZERO and Classic II fridge freezers.
Ensures easy access to your car fridge at all times. Sealed roller
bearings prevent dust ingress and incorporate a lock-in/lock-out
mechanism to ensure the slide stays in position no matter what
angle your vehicle is on.

12V & 24V WIRING
ACCESSORIES

CANVAS TRANSIT BAG

ARB stocks a wide range
of 12V and 24V wiring
accessories to suit the fridge
freezer, allowing flexible
placement options, or you
can simply hard wire the
fridge into the vehicle. These
accessories also reduce
possible voltage drop.

ARB FRIDGE APP
A handy, easy to use app to
view and control your fridge
from inside the cab, ARB’s
fridge app ensures you will
arrive at your destination
with plenty of icy cold drinks
and food.

Available for Elements, ZERO and Classic II fridge freezers.
Shields your fridge from dents and scratches while also providing
additional insulation in extreme temperatures. Made of tough,
durable canvas, it also features a handy side pocket, bottle
opener and openings for the fridge’s rubber feet, power cables
and drain plug hole.

ELEMENTS PERMANENT MOUNT KIT
For added security an optional permanent mount kit is
available for the Elements fridge freezer, giving it a secure
and permanent place on the tray.

FRIDGE FREEZERS
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ROOFTOP
TENTS

SIMPSON III
We’ve made mobile camping as simple and
comfortable as possible.

Stop for a night, set up your tent, sleep tight, pack down,
then away you go.
The Simpson III is manufactured for remote conditions. It is
great for camping in wet weather and in areas where wildlife
is prevalent. Protection from all elements.
Plus:
• Easy set-up and pack-down (everything is packed inside,
including bedding. Open it up and you’re ready to climb in
and sleep.)
• Far more comfortable mattress than conventional inflatable
or roll-on-the-ground mattresses
• 1,400mm wide x 2,400mm long – the size of a double bed
• Tough and will go the distance – a lifetime with proper use
• Excellent ventilation in warmer conditions
• Anodised poles to prevent corrosion
• When packing up, the bungee cord system pulls the
canvas in as you fold it over
• While the Simpson III rooftop tent takes up your roof
space, it frees up vital storage space inside your vehicle

BONUS:
All Simpson III tents now come with an annex supplied in a
Tent-Annex-Combo kit. To further complement the Simpson
tent, two elevated shoe or storage pockets are included within
the kit.



CAMPING

Happy
Camper
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SWAGS
ARB SKYDOME SWAG
We’ve doubled down on an offroad
essential.

Over the years, the humble swag has
evolved from a simple sheet of canvas to
a tapered design and, more recently, to
dome-shaped structures. This evolution
continues with the ARB SkyDome swag.

The ARB SkyDome swag comes straight
out of the box and is ready to use. Why
is that important? Most swags come
vacuum-packed and it can take weeks for
their mattresses to gain proper shape, if
indeed they ever do. The ARB SkyDome
swag comes straight out of the box – as
our designers, and nature intended.

•
•
•
•

SWAG BAG

BOOTSWAG

SWAG STRETCHER

Store your ARB SkyDome Swag
neatly and safely.

Keep your shoes protected from
the harsh outdoor elements with
the ARB BootSwag.

Keep your single ARB swag off the
ground with ease and comfort all
in one.

Designed to be placed alongside your
ARB SkyDome swag or at the base of
your rooftop tent ladder, the BootSwag
provides a sheltered enclosure for storage
of footwear and other items.

• Weight Rating – 150kg/330lbs
• Quick set-up with no parts to put
together
• Clip on storage bag for boots and other
personal items
• Suits ARB single swags and includes
swag attachment strap
• Sturdy powder-coated steel frame
• Folds neatly into storage bag

It’s big, roomy and as comfortable as you
can get.

Features:
• Moulded rubber carry handles
on either end
• Removable shoulder strap
• Available in two sizes (single and
double)
• Four integrated, adjustable tie-down
straps allow it to be secured to a roof
rack without the need for additional
straps

Available as king single or double
Easy set-up and pack-down
Thick supportive mattress
Excellent ventilation in warmer months,
keeps you warm in cooler months
• Rain gutters move water away from
windows

CAMPING
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ARB SkyDome
Comfy 75mm
Head and foot awnings feature multiple
corrugated foam
attachment points for reflective guy ropes
and a solid support bar for reduced movement mattress ensures
in windy conditions. External awnings provide good rest. Nonrustling, machine
protection in foul weather, while zippered
internal head and foot storm flaps reduce dust washable cover.
entry. Also minimises condensation.
Features a wide-brim hat
holder accessible from
inside or outside the swag.

Lie back and enjoy
exceptional views of
the night sky through
large nylon mesh entry.
Outstanding ventilation
and easy access. All doors
and windows feature YKK
zips. Rain gutter stops
water entering.

Multiple pockets and
storage options for items
such as torches, lamps,
keys, phones, wallets
and drink bottles.

Stay dry! Wicked
seams and high
waterproof PVC base
prevent water entering
the swag.

Freestanding dome design with tie-down
option for windy conditions. Heavy-duty
water-proofed canvas, designed and
tested

Who says swags have to be small?
Designed for space (and for those who
need that extra space) 2,150mm (L) x
1,400mm (W) (double swag), 2,1500mm
(L) x 900mm (W) (king single).

Simple to set-up, minimal pegging required.
Nickel-plated brass eyelets for corrosion
protection and elasticised aluminium bows
for easy assembly and storage.
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AWNINGS

We’ve got
you covered
AWNINGS
Quick as a flash and your
awning’s up. Retractable and
reliable.

Simple set-up and operation. Fits onto
the side of roof racks and roof bars,
and stores neatly in a sturdy PVC bag or
aluminium case.
Comes in three sizes:
• 2,500mm (W) x 2,500mm (L)
• 2,000mm (W) x 2,500mm (L)
• 1,250mm (W) x 2,100mm (L)
Features: Constructed from tough PU-coated
300gsm polycotton ripstop canvas / Fully waterproof
and offers a UVP 50+ rating / Anodised heightadjustable telescopic legs / Velcro® ties to secure
roof / Thick reinforced aluminium extrusions /
Includes pegs and guy ropes for securing legs

AWNING WITH LIGHT
Light your campsite up with ease.

Comprises both the ARB awning and an
LED light strip in the awning roof to keep
your camp shelter and lighting solutions
together. No more fiddling with lights and
hooks when all you really want to do is
cook or relax.
The ARB awning provides fast and reliable
shade and protection from the elements,
while the LED light strip provides up to

1,200 lumens, with a choice of two different
colour modes (cool white or amber) and
dimmer switch, all powered via a fused cig
socket plug.
Available awning sizes:
• PVC case: 2,500mm (W) x 2,500mm (L)
• PVC case: 2,000mm (W) x 2,500mm (L)
• Aluminium case: 2,500mm (W) x 2,500mm (L)

CAMPING

AWNING
ACCESSORIES

WIND BREAKS
Hitch one up to your ARB awning for extra protection
and storage.

Makes awning structure stronger – great for windy conditions.
More room under your awning and offers more shade.
Features: Manufactured from lightweight PU-coated 300gsm polycotton canvas
/ Waterproof and UV-protected with a UVP 50+ rating / Tie-down points for each
wind break to further secure the awning

DELUXE AWNING ROOM WITH FLOOR
Something extra.

ALUMINIUM-ENCASED AWNING
Sleek and contemporary alternative to traditional
awning covers.

Provides extra protection and functionality.
Features: Quick-release bungee cords remove the need for zips / Flip-up lid
provides unmatched simplicity / Abrasion-resistant material improves the protection
of ARB’s proven 300gsm, PU-coated, fully waterproofed and UV-protected canvas
/ Supported by heavy-duty 1.2mm gauge x 25mm diameter expandable aluminium
poles, anodised for greater corrosion resistance / Dimensions: 2,500mm x
2,500mm

Used with 2,500mm and 2,000mm model awnings, the awning
room with floor provides protection from the weather and insects,
and allows for additional privacy. Can be used as a fully enclosed
room or mosquito net.
Features: Durable waterproof floor with a separate ceiling to help keep you cooler
/ Main wall panels incorporating zipper-operated mesh access doors for easy
access and to accommodate changing weather conditions / When fitted to a
2,000mm awning will provide 2,000mm x 2,500mm floor space / When fitted to a
2,500mm awning will provide 2,500mm x 2,500mm floor space

QUICK-RELEASE AWNING BRACKETS
Gives you the ability to quickly unbolt your awning to pack away or
move to another location.
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Navigator
Navigator is an outdoor,
caravan, camping and
adventure label that
provides accessories and
tools for the modern-day
nomad.

AWNING BUDDY

COLLAPSIBLE BIN
BUDDY
Lined for moisture protection,
making it easy to clean, the
Bin Buddy folds completely
flat when not in use. Features
heavy-gauge zipper opening
with clip-in buckles to keep
blowflies out and trap the
smells in.

Available in a single or twin
pack and features magnets to
hold small metal items such as
bottle openers. Fits caravans,
camper trailers and ARB
awnings.

OUTDOOR STORAGE
BUDDY
COLLAPSIBLE
LAUNDRY BUDDY
Removable shoulder strap
designed to carry dirty
washing to the laundry,
complete with grab handles on
each side. Folds completely
flat when not in use.

Organise your shoes,
toys, pantry items and any
other camping gear with
ease. Features three mesh
pockets, a large zip storage
compartment with 10
sectioned shelves and eight
large sleeve pockets on the
reverse side.

CAMPING

UTILITY BUDDY

SULLAGE BUDDY

Storage for all your caravan
utilities made easy. Can be
used to store a range of
accessories including hoses,
pegs and power leads.

Storage of sullage hose made
easy, with full-length twin
zipper for complete access,
zipped trap door on lid to
make pack-up easy, front
rubber handle and side grab
handles.

QUICK FIX SEAT
BUDDY
Quick and easy organiser
for children. With pocket
designed to store an iPad (up
to 12 inches) complete with its
protective case.

BUILD IT SEAT
BUDDY

KITCHEN BUDDY

VISOR BUDDY

Features eight sleeve pockets
for utensils, four mesh
pockets for cooking spices
and condiments and two large
sleeve pockets for chopping
boards. Can be folded in half
for convenient storage.

Fits quickly and easily onto
most vehicle sun visors.
Perfect for business cards,
notepads, pens, sunglasses
and garage remote controls.

To be used in conjunction
with Pocket Buddy and Kids
Pocket Buddy. It’s the most
flexible, stylish, practical
storage organiser on the
market. Fits on the back of
the seat – everything within
easy access. Installs quickly
and easily and folds flat in half
to pack away conveniently.

PANTRY WINE BUDDY
Provides protection for
wine bottles in transit. Fully
adjustable to fit most wine
bottles. Stores flat when not
in use.

KIDS POCKET BUDDY
MICROWAVE DISH
BUDDY
Clever and simple – just slide
the microwave dish into the
Microwave Dish Buddy, zip
closed and place back into
the microwave for protection
through all your journeys on
and off road. (Microwave dish
not included.)

POCKET BUDDY
To be used in conjunction
with the Build It Seat Buddy
– up to six more pockets at
your disposal. Includes four
military-style press-studded
webbing straps across
the back allowing quick
application and removal.

To be used in conjunction
with the Build It Seat Buddy
– a virtual stationery shop at
your kids’ fingertips. Includes
drink bottle holder, built-in
pencil case and three sleeve
pockets. Includes four
military-style press-studded
webbing straps across
the back allowing quick
application and removal.

PANTRY JAR BUDDY
Protects glass containing food
and liquid. Fully adjustable to
fit most standard jars. Stores
flat when not in use.
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CAMPING
ACCESSORIES

COMPACT DIRECTOR’S CHAIR

CAMPING CHAIRS

Compact comfort.

Sit back and relax.

Ultimate comfort and luxury. Auto-folding
table with cup holder – eat in style.

Comfortable seats that are stylish and available in two styles.

Features: Anodised aluminium cross support frame /
Full height back support / Cooler bag / Padded arm
rests / Simple folding mechanism to help the chair
neatly fold into its easy-pack carry bag

Features: Rated to 150kg / Padded seat and backrest / Convenient drink holder table / Side pocket
with Velcro flap for keys, wallet or other small items / Mesh magazine pocket on rear of backrest /
Manufactured from durable nylon oxford weave material / Matching carry bag for storage and transportation

CAMPING TABLE
Lightweight but sturdy.

Heat-resistant for cooking preparation, this camping table is the perfect size for storing
neatly in your vehicle, yet big enough to fit a family of four around.
Features include: Unique table pins to keep the table sturdy / Folds up for easy carrying and compact storage /
Comes with 600-denier PVC back nylon carry bag for storage / Can hold up to 30 kilograms

CAMPING

RECHARGEABLE
ADVENTURE LIGHT
600
Versatile and bright.

With dual magnetic and hook
mounts, the ARB Adventure
Light 600 can be hung or
attached virtually anywhere.
Equally effective when
carrying out emergency
repairs or relaxing around
camp.
Features: Run time: 6 hours (low
setting), 3 hours (high setting) /
600 lumens (high), 300 lumens
(low) / Rechargeable lithium battery /
Five-volt USB charge port and can be
recharged with either of the supplied
240V AC or 12V cig adaptor leads
/ Included accessories: USB/cig
adaptor, USB cable, AC charger 2A

PUREVIEW 800
FLASHLIGHT
Bright, reliable and
rechargable.

Featuring 800 lumens and a
beam distance of up to 300
metres.
For changing tyres at night,
working under the bonnet
or any other space where
artificial light is crucial.
Features: Four modes: high, medium,
low and strobe / Micro USB charge
port with fast charge technology
to the integrated li-ion battery /
Magnetic belt pouch keeps light
and accessories handy / Run time:
7 hours (low), 4 hours (medium), 1.5
hours (high)

LED HEAD TORCH
Your hands-free lighting
alternative.

GUY ROPES &
SUPERGRIP SAND
PEGS
Added extras.

Delivers up to seven hours
of run time and provides a
powerful 300 lumens on high
and 180 lumens on low.
Features:
Comfortable
elastic
headband / Adjustable hinge for
vertical beam adjustment / Anodised
aluminium body with focus adjustment
for wide or narrow beam / Flashing
mode to attract attention / Supplied
with three Energizer AAA batteries for
immediate use / Weight: 162g

ARB’s guy ropes have a spring
assembly that acts like a
shock absorber – they take
the movement of the tent,
which makes them ideal in
windy conditions.
Sand pegs are specifically
designed for use in deserts,
river beds and beaches.
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DELUXE CANVAS SLEEPING BAG

COMPACT SLEEPING BAG

Stay warm in ultimate comfort.

A lighter, more compact alternative.

ARB’s Deluxe canvas sleeping bag is designed
for warmth, comfort and space. And a dual-zip
system allows two sleeping bags to be joined
together to form one mega double bag to keep
a couple warm and snug on those cooler nights,
with a rating to -10°C.

Perfect for the warmer months or when you
have less space to pack essentials, ARB’s
compact sleeping bag is lightweight and
practical.

Features: Open size - 246 x 100cm cotton canvas
outer shell for strength and durability / Brushed
cotton flannelette lining for a deluxe feel / Internal
pocket for storing keys, phone or midnight snacks
/ Removable hood includes generous pillow pocket
/ Dual zippers to help control comfort and warmth /
Removable fleece liner makes the sleeping bag
adaptable to any season, and easy for washing
and care / Unzips to create a large doona /
Hollow fibre for breathability, water resistance and warmth

Features: Open size - 246cm x 90cm with the ability to
join two together / Rating: +5°C to -5°C / Weight: 2.85kg
(6.3lbs) / Anti-catch zipper / Draft barriers along all zips /
Draft collar barrier with drawstring / Removable hood with
pillow holder / Storage pockets to keep your smaller items
within reach / Fire retardant treatment, compliant with
CPAI75 standards

TRACK SHELTER SERIES II
TOASTIE BRANDER
Perfect gift for ARB fans and your
adventuring friends.

The ARB Toastie Brander is designed to make
toasted sandwiches on the coals of an open fire
or portable burner, and, as the name suggests,
brands the ARB logo onto both sides of the
sandwich.

The ultimate protection from sun, wind
or rain.

With optional mesh sidewalls, it can also keep
bugs and mosquitoes at bay.
Features: 3.0m x 3.0m canopy / 420D canopy top in ARB’s
iconic touring stone colour / UV-resistant / 2,000mm
water rating / Reinforced canopy pads in high wear areas
/ 40mm hammertone steel frame (1.2mm thick) / Three
height positions / Easy-pull steel locking pins for height
adjustment and set-up / Optional 2 x 3.0m walls and walls
with window / 600D heavy-duty nylon duty nylon wheeled
carry bag / Sack bag for the canopy / Walls not included

CAMPING

Let’s go on an
adventure
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Explore
the
unseen
STORMPROOF BAGS

4X4 TRACKPACK SII

Tough, stylish and versatile.

Provides storage for unwanted smelly rubbish and
recyclables.

Highly water-resistant, the bags can be packed and loaded onto a
roof rack or thrown into the back of a pickup without the worry of
your gear getting wet.
Features PU-coated Oxford weave fabric and rubber construction,
with all seams heat-sealed. A roll-up top closure and “Sure Grip”
buckles means no zipper to contend with.

Keep your rubbish sorted with unique internal dividers to
create dual compartments, one for recyclables and one for
general waste. Can also be used to keep wet towels and clothes
from a day at the beach or additional storage for dirty items or
recovery gear.
A durable, flexible solution for messy situations.

Available in three sizes.

CAMPING

UTILITY CASE

COOLER BAG

TOILETRIES BAG

Perfect for storing kitchen
utensils or your off road musthave tools.

Insulated to keep your food and
drinks cool on warmer days.

Keep your personal hygiene
products together in a compact
manner.

Features 18 pockets in various sizes
to cater for a multitude of storage
needs, as well as two handy removable
pockets to store camping mugs or bulky
items separately. Webbing straps with
metal hooks allow the case to hang to
ensure the case contents are always
within easy reach.

Incorporates strong carry straps with a
padded handle, external elastic strap for
packing additional items, an external zip
and Velcro® pockets for smaller items
such as keys, wallet and phone. ARB
cooler bags incorporate a reinforced base
for durability.

The large internal area has multiple mesh
and zippered pockets which can be
removed, with a hook for hanging a range
of bathroom accessories. Includes a
mirror.
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Camp
Cooking Tips

CAMPING

Packing food for
a long camping
trip can seem
stressful, but
if planned ahead
of time it will
your trip the bes
make
t it can be, wit
h everyone well
and happy. We hav
fed
e put together
our top food pre
tips to make you
p
r next trip tha
t little bit eas
ier.
Plan your meals
for the entire
trip
Measure any ing
redients before
you leave so you
not carrying aro
’re
und excess you
won’t use
Having the option
to run a fridge
and a freezer
will help you to
keep food frozen
for longer
Keep food separa
te to drinks, thi
s will help
food to stay fre
sher for longer
as you’re not
continuously ope
ning to access
drinks
If you can, pre
pare some meals
at
home before you
trip. Food like
r
marinated meats
and spag bol can
made and kept in
be
vacuum-sealed bag
s until ready to
use
Pre-chop ingred
ients that won’t
go brown and sto
in small contai
re
ners or ziplock
bags
Pack food away
when not in use
to avoid any
critters coming
past for a snack
Make sure you pac
k matches and a
lighter if you’re
planning to coo
k over an open
fire
Pack pots and ute
nsils that have
multiple uses so
you don’t need
to bring as muc
h with you
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POWER
SOLUTIONS

POWER SOLUTIONS
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POWER SOLUTIONS

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

THE NEED
FOR POWER
4WDers have
accessories
lights draw
can quickly

always needed access to more power as
such as fridges, winches and camping
a significant amount of energy, which
drain a vehicle’s starting battery.

No matter what type of auxiliary battery you choose, you’ll
have to ensure it’s powerful enough to suit your requirements.

SUITABLE FOR
•
•
•
•
•
•

Recreational and professional users
Extreme conditions
Remote area travel
Campers
Towing caravans
Towing boats

POWER SOLUTIONS

Power play
The location of your auxiliary battery
will depend on what vehicle you drive.
While many vehicles will accommodate a
second battery under the bonnet, others
will not have the available space there,
in which case the auxiliary battery may
have to be mounted somewhere on the
chassis, somewhere in the cabin or, in the
case of a pickup, somewhere in the tub.
For those without much space to fit a
second battery, the solution may be a
lithium iron phosphate battery. Not only is
a lithium battery about half the size of an
equivalent lead-acid battery, but it’s also
about two thirds lighter.
No matter where the battery is mounted,
it is important to fasten in a battery tray
securely to avoid damage from vibration
or movement and provide safety to
occupants.
It is also important to use a quality wiring
loom when installing a dual battery
system. Poor quality looms will at best
result in inefficiencies and at worst be
hazardous, with the potential for fire.
Always have your dual battery system
installed by a professional.
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POWER SOLUTIONS

AUXILIARY
BATTERIES

Power additional accessories
without the risk of flattening
the main battery.
An independent power source
provides peace of mind in
a world of accessories and
draining power.
Note: Compatible with

AUXILIARY BATTERY KITS

JUMP STARTER

Manufactured from two- and threemillimetre powder-coated steel, auxiliary
battery trays are available on their own or
with mounting hardware and wiring.

Never get caught out again.

• A dual battery box is available for
tub mount applications and comes
complete with a separate bolt-on lid for
additional protection
• Available from ARB is trays and
mounting hardware, factory terminated
wiring and all is designed to suit Redarc
or similar additional componentry.

Perfect for a 4×4, family vehicle, boat,
motorcycle, used car yard or ride-on
lawnmower, the lithium-powered ARB
Jump Starter has plenty of power to start a
12V vehicle with engine capacity of up to
5L V8 diesel or 6L petrol.
Can also charge personal electronic
devices via a 12V cigarette plug or the two
USB ports.

POWER SOLUTIONS

Power up
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LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS

LONGRANGE FUEL
TANKS

LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS
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LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

FRONTIER
LONG-RANGE
DIESEL TANK

WHO NEEDS A LONG-RANGE
DIESEL TANK?

The ARB Frontier long-range tank
sets the benchmark for longrange fuel tanks.

• You do, if you’re driving long
distances.
• You do, if you’re concerned about
the quality of fuel in remote areas.
• You do, if you’re sick and tired of
filling up jerry cans and using up
much needed storage space.
• You do, if you’re in the habit of filling
up when fuel is at its cheapest.

Manufactured from a resilient cross-linked
polymer, each Frontier tank provides
strength, rigidity and reliability, while also
providing a significant weight reduction
over steel long-range tanks. The UV-stable
plastic material ensures these tanks will
survive in the most hostile environments.
The Frontier tanks vary in size up to 180L.

Visit www.arb.com.au/fuel-tanks-storage/frontier-long-range-fuel-tank/ to see a video
of the Frontier Tank Torture Test, featuring an army tank literally driving over our tank.

LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS

Go the
distance
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LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS

FRONTIER LONG-RANGE
DIESEL TANK

Having additional fuel on hand is essential
when travelling long distances or in remote
locations. The ARB Frontier long-range diesel
tank sets the benchmark for long-range fuel
tanks around the world.

Easy fuel delivery and safety

An aluminium filler neck allows for fast, easy fuel
delivery, while the tank breather incorporates a
one-way valve to prevent fuel leakage in the event
of a vehicle rollover. Space is built in to allow for
expansion and contraction.

Vehicle-specific fuel pump module

The ARB designed and manufactured fuel
pump module sealing flange prevents leakage
and eliminates distortion of the mounting area.
In addition, it is zinc-plated for resistance
against corrosion.

Vehicle-specific design

Each vehicle type has a uniquely designed
Frontier tank to maximise available capacity.
The use of polymer provides the flexibility to
ensure the largest possible volume is achieved
for each vehicle application.

One-piece construction

Non-rigid mounting system

The Frontier tank is made from a cross-linked
polymer, which is between 30 per cent and 60 per
cent lighter than its steel equivalent. It is resistant to
fire, heat, chemicals and UV, and provides outstanding
strength and impact resistance.

Steel mounting straps attach to original
mounting points within the vehicle chassis,
keeping the tank secure, meeting extra load
requirements and allowing quick installation.

Designed and tested to go the
distance

Designed, tested and manufactured
n Australia to go the distance in
off-road conditions.

LONG-RANGE FUEL TANKS

LONG RANGER
FUEL AND
WATER TANKS

ARB carries the complete range of Long
Ranger auxiliary and replacement fuel tanks,
enabling you to manage the extra distance
required on long trips.

•
•
•
•
•

Specifically engineered for 4WDs
Designed for maximum ground clearance
Manufactured from two-millimetre aluminised steel
Fuel and water combination tanks available
Easy to install

FUEL AND WATER CONTAINERS
ARB stocks a range of water containers, as well as
traditional metal style jerry cans that can store petrol or
diesel, with each can designed and tested to be tough,
durable and corrosion resistant.
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IN-CAB
ACCESSORIES

IN-CAB ACCESSORIES
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IN-CAB ACCESSORIES

LINX

LINX provides compact central
control of your accessories
right at your fingertips.

It replaces switches, gauges and
monitors with one sleek and smart driver
interface that avoids the need to drill
holes into your dashboard for additional
switches. The Android interface is
designed to withstand harsher dashboard
temperatures than other devices.
Utilising modern technology, it connects
various power sources to the control
unit so required accessories can be
controlled at all times in all conditions. If
you know how to use a smartphone, you
know how to use LINX.

Evolve
your driving
experience

IN-CAB ACCESSORIES

Modules
FRONT AND REAR
TRACTION
This module operates the front
and rear Air Lockers quickly
and efficiently, automatically
sensing driver input and
activating the compressor
as required. It is capable
of switching each locker
independently or allowing the
front locker to be activated
only when the rear locker is
engaged first (a traditional
safety feature).

COMPRESSOR AND
PRESSURE CONTROL
This module takes tyre inflation
and deflation to the next level.
Simply connect the air hose
from your vehicle-mounted
compressor to the tyre valve
and current pressure is
displayed on the LINX screen.
Inputting a target pressure
automatically inflates or deflates
to your desired level with the
pressure shown in real time on
the display.

CLOCK

SPEEDOMETER

INCLINOMETER

The clock module shows the
time of day in 12- or 24-hour
format and can be used as a
countdown timer, alarm and
stopwatch.

Speedometer inaccuracies are
a common occurrence. The
LINX Speedometer built-in GPS
ensures an accurate reading
at all times, even taking into
account different tyre sizes. It
also shows your altitude and
compass bearing and allows for
speed limit warnings to be set.

The inclinometer module
measures and displays your
vehicle’s incline and angle.
Users can set a pitch and roll
warning limit to suit their vehicle
so an alarm sounds when the
set limit is approaching.

ACCESSORY
SWITCHBOARD
Operate any six types of 12V
accessories at your fingertips
with this module. Each
accessory can be customised
to switch on or off by user input
and/or automatically by ignition,
high beam headlamps, low
beam headlamps or reversing
lamps.

BATTERY MONITOR
Battery capacity is always an
issue for serious 4WDers. LINX
allows you to monitor up to
three batteries simultaneously,
with the added ability to set low
voltage alarms on each. This
ensures your beer stays cold
and you are never left without
enough power to start your
vehicle.

FRIDGE CONTROL
AIR SUSPENSION
CONTROL
Many 4WDers install airbag
suspension systems to help
carry the occasional loads
associated with towing boats,
camper trailers and caravans.
LINX can control up to four
airbags allowing for levelling
of the vehicle side to side and
front to rear. Users can preset
up to four pressure modes,
such as “daily drive”, “caravan”,
“garden trailer”, “boat”, all with
personalised pressure settings.

Control up to two fridges with
the touch of a button and
ensure you have the coolest
food and drinks on arrival at
your destination.

TPMS
Keep track of your tyre pressure
from in the cab and have peace
of mind when travelling day to
day and especially when off
road.

* Some modules optional
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GENERAL SETTINGS

LINX ACCESSORIES

Users can customise the
colour theme to match any
interior dash, apply night
mode for automated dimming
and set the preferred unit
measurements for air pressure,
speed and temperature.

ARB has a range of
components and hardware to
help you seamlessly integrate
optional accessories and your
LINX display in vehicle.

Note: ARB is continuing
to develop and add new
modules, so LINX will evolve
your on and off road driving
experience long into the
future. When updating LINX,
simply go into Settings to find
new modules.

VEHICLE-SPECIFIC
MOUNTS
Position the LINX mobile
display conveniently and
unobtrusively within reach
of the driver, providing an
unobstructed view of the road.

UNIVERSAL LINX
GIMBAL MOUNT

LINX AIRBAG
ISOLATION KIT

This mount allows the display
to be orientated to the desired
position and set so that each
time the display is returned to
the vehicle, it’s always in the
optimal position.

For use with LINX’s air
suspension module, this
kit provides the ability to
independently adjust the
pressure and ride height in
each airbag. It makes levelling
a vehicle from side to side (left
to right) a simple on-display
adjustment.

LINX PRESSURE
CONTROL KIT
This kit allows you to take full
advantage of LINX’s pressure
control module. Perfect for the
easy and accurate adjustment
of tyre pressures or controlling
a set of airbags from within or
out of the vehicle.

IN-CAB ACCESSORIES

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

Safety
Tips
OFF ROAD
AN OFF ROAD GETAWAY IS ALWAYS AN EXCITING
TRIP TO PLAN BUT WHEN STAYING OUT IN THE
BUSH OR IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE IT IS
IMPORTANT TO HAVE SAFETY TOP OF MIND.
• Ensure your vehicle is well equipped and in good working order.
• Pack protective clothing and comfortable walking shoes (a
good pair of hiking boots or shoes with lots of support can help
prevent sprained ankles on uneven surfaces).
• Pack extra food and water in case you are stranded for a few days.
• Pack a fully stocked first aid kit.
• Participating in a first aid course is a good option if you intend to
travel to rural areas with limited access to medical facilities.
• Pay attention to any signs and safety warnings in the area.
• Keep a close eye on weather conditions.
• Pack a map and compass.

• Bring your mobile phone in case of an emergency.
• If you are in a very remote location, take a sat phone with you.
• COMMUNICATION IS VITAL: Let someone know where you are
planning to go, what tracks and when, especially when travelling
alone. If you are travelling in a convoy, keep on the radios and if
something looks unsafe, let everyone know.
• Set rules and boundaries for children to try and prevent accidents.
• Dehydration can creep up very quickly. Ensure everyone
(especially the elderly and children) stay hydrated.
• Arriving at your campsite in daylight makes it easier to have a
good look around for any potential dangers.
• Pack recovery gear to get your car out of a sticky situation
including recovery boards, snatch strap, winch extension strap,
snatch block, tree trunk protector, gloves and shackles.
• Walk it first if in doubt, whether it be a hard track or deep water.
It always pays to check.
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FIRST AID/
EMERGENCY

REVERSE
CAMERAS

Be prepared for life’s unavoidable accidents and emergencies.
ARB provides three different first aid kits to meet your needs.

ARB has a range of reverse camera
systems, offering an extra element
of safety to your daily driving
routine.

SNAKE AND SPIDER BITE
KIT
Contains a cold pack, bandages and
a comprehensive information booklet
to help you easily identify poisonous
snakes and spiders.

FIRESTRYKER
A small and lightweight cylinder, the
Firestryker will have you prepared for
unexpected fire emergencies. The
powerful extinguishing charge produces
a potassium aerosol jet that lasts 100
seconds (approximately) to combat
flames.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-View Camera
5.6” Dash Mount Screen
Auxiliary Infrared Camera
Auxiliary Camera
Trailer Camera Kit
Reversing Camera and Monitor
System

IN-CAB ACCESSORIES

SEAT COVERS

SWITCHES

There’s not a 4WDer around who doesn’t face the same problem: dirty
seats. The good news is that ARB has you (and your seats) covered.

ARB SEAT SKINS
Designed with ruggedness in mind, ARB’s
Seat Skin covers hug your vehicle’s seats
for comfort while providing the same
level of safety – because of the in-built
airbag stitching for rapid deployment in
emergencies.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy and simple to install
Tailored for a vehicle-specific fit
Independently airbag tested and certified
Water-resistant and easy to clean
Rubber-bonded back to prevent
movement in use
Breathable for added comfort
UV-protected – treated to 50 UPF rating
Front seats include map pocket and
personal pocket on front
Available for front, rear and third-row seats

ARB has a range of vehiclespecific accessory switches and
covers.

These plug straight into manufacturers’
designated spaces in the vehicle.
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THE
CLASSICS
Keen to outfit your older 4WD in ARB accessories?
ARB grew up in the 70s, so we know classic cars
well as they were a big part of our humble
beginnings and are still a big part of the ARB
world.

There is a long list of accessories available for a huge range
of older 4WDs including bull bars, rails and steps, suspension,
Air Lockers and more!
To find out more information and see what is available for your
vehicle head to arb.com.au or pop into your local store and
chat to one of our friendly staff.

THE CLASSICS
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4X4 CULTURE

SUBSCRIBE
Each year, ARB produces three
published 4WDing magazines. Each
issue is full of fantastic content around
outback and regional adventures
and destinations, 4×4 tips and tricks,
camping recipes, exciting new product
development and much more.
To ensure you receive each issue
immediately, along with information on
new product development, subscribe
today by visiting arb.com.au/subscribe.

4X4 CULTURE

CHRONICLES

4x4 Culture Chronicles is your one stop
shop for current and past information
from 4×4 Culture magazine! Unearth
a variety of articles on things like ARB
products, off road travel, off road cooking
and 4WD tips. Discover what makes 4×4
Culture Australia’s number one FREE off
road magazine!

Tips, tricks
and advice
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INDEX

• Raptor
Sportlid: 138
Raptor bar : 211
Holden

ARB 4X4 ACCESSORIES

INDEX

• Colorado
Summit bull bar: 2
Summit side rails: 2, 48, 117, 145
Summit steps: 2, 48, 117, 145, 149
UVP: 2, 70
Intensity driving lights: 2
Intensity light bar: 2
Ascent canopy: 2, 117, 140, 145, 149, 181
Summit RSTB: 117, 145, 149, 181
Trade rack: 2, 117, 140, 145, 149
Isuzu

Want to see what your model 4WD looks like
equipped in ARB accessories? Use the index
below to find your vehicle. Numbers in
bold show the best representation of that
particular product.
Ford

• Everest
Summit bull bar: 25
Summit side rails: 25
Intensity driving lights: 25
UVP: 25

• Ranger
Summit bull bar: 14, 20, 67, 86 110, 147, 170
Summit Sahara bar: 5, 17, 27, 69, 78, 95
Commercial bull bar: 34-35
SmartBar Stealth Bar: 44
Summit side rails: 14, 66, 119, 127, 147, 170
Summit steps: 5, 14, 17, 20, 27, 66, 69, 78, 95, 119, 127, 147, 163,
165, 170
UVP: 5, 14, 17, 20, 27, 50-51, 67, 86, 95, 170
Intensity driving lights: 5, 14, 17, 20, 27, 34-35, 67, 69, 78, 86,
95, 110, 147, 176
Intensity light bar: 14, 20, 67, 86, 110
Ascent canopy: 5, 14, 17, 20, 27, 66, 69, 116, 119, 127, 147, 162,
165, 170, 189
Summit RSTB: 119, 127, 189
Summit Raw RSTB: 162, 165
Trade rack: 14, 66, 119, 127

• D-MAX
Summit bull bar: 22
Deluxe bull bar: 36
Side rails and steps: 36
UVP: 22
Intensity driving lights: 22
• MU-X
Summit bull bar: 22
Summit steps: 22
Intensity driving lights: 22
Jeep

• Wrangler
Deluxe bull bar: 36
Intensity driving lights: 36
Rear bar: 122
Rock Sliders: 48
JL Specific Bars: 40
Mazda

• BT-50
Summit bull bar: 23
Summit side rails: 23
Summit steps: 23
UVP: 23
Intensity driving lights: 23
Ascent canopy: 23
Touring rack: 23
Mitsubishi

• Pajero
Deluxe bull bar: 37

INDEX

• Pajero Sport
Summit bull bar: 24
Summit steps: 24
Intensity driving lights: 24
• Triton
Summit bull bar: 19, 24, 73, 99
SmartBar Spartan Bar: 43
Summit side rails: 19, 24, 73, 129
Summit steps: 19, 24, 73
Classic Plus canopy: 19, 24, 129, 133
Intensity driving lights: 19, 24, 73
UVP: 19, 24, 99
Nissan

• Navara
Summit bull bar: 25
Summit Sahara bar: 29
Summit side rails: 25, 125
Summit side steps: 25, 125, 129
Ascent canopy: 25, 125, 131
Classic canopy: 129
Intensity driving lights: 25
Intensity light bar: 25
UVP: 25, 29
Summit RSTB: 125, 127, 131
Trade rack: 125, 129, 131
• Patrol
Summit bull bar: 20
Intensity driving lights: 20
Intensity light bar: 20
Suzuki

• Jimny
Summit bull bar: 22, 103, 166, 179
Intensity driving lights: 22, 103
Rock sliders: 166, 179
Toyota

• Fortuner
Summit bull bar: 23
Summit side rails and steps: 23
Intensity driving lights: 23
• HiLux
Summit bull bar: 15, 21, 112, 167, 169
Summit Sahara bar: 27, 28
SmartBar Spartan Bar and Stealth Bar: 42, 44-45
Summit side rails: 15, 21, 48, 121
Summit steps: 15, 21, 27, 28, 46-47, 48, 121, 143, 167, 169
UVP: 15, 21, 27, 28, 112, 167

Intensity driving lights: 15, 21, 27, 28, 112, 167, 169
Ascent canopy: 15, 21, 121, 134, 143, 167, 169, 170
Summit Raw RSTB: 121, 173
Trade rack: 15, 21, 134, 143
• LandCruiser 70 Series
Deluxe bull bar: 37, 58, 89, 91, 101, 114
Side rails and steps: 37, 89, 186, 190
Intensity driving lights: 37, 58, 91, 101, 114
Intensity light bar: 37, 58, 91, 101, 114
• LandCruiser 200 Series
Summit bull bar: 19, 64, 75, 81, 97, 206
Summit Sahara bar: 29
SmartBar Spartan Bar: 43
Summit steps: 64, 105, 138
Intensity driving lights: 19, 29, 64, 75, 81, 97, 206
Intensity light bar: 19, 64, 75, 81, 97, 206
Rear Bar: 138, 155
UVP: 19, 29, 75, 81, 97, 206
Deluxe rack: 19, 81, 97, 138, 206
• LandCruiser Prado
Summit bull bar: 20, 84
Summit Sahara bar: 28
Deluxe Sahara bar: 38
Alloy bull bar: 31-33, 182
Summit steps: 28, 31-33
UVP: 20, 28, 31-33, 84, 182
Intensity driving lights: 20, 28, 31-33, 84, 182
Intensity light bar: 20, 84
Deluxe rack: 31-33
• Tacoma
Summit bull bar: 20
Summit steps: 20
Summit side rail: 20
UVP: 20
Intensity driving lights: 20
Cab rack: 20
Volkswagen

• Amarok
Summit bull bar: 3, 20, 54, 62
Summit Sahara bar: 28
Deluxe Sahara bar: 38
Summit side rails: 3, 20, 54
Summit steps: 3, 20, 28, 54
Intensity driving lights: 3, 20, 28, 54, 62
Ascent canopy: 3, 20, 128
Classic Plus canopy: 28
Summit RSTB: 128
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DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK
Head Office
42-44 Garden Street, Kilsyth,
Victoria 3137 Australia
T (03) 9761 6622
E exports@arb.com.au
W arb.com.au
Europe

North America

ARB New Zealand

Na Dlouhém c.80, DC2 251 01,
Říčany - Jažlovice, Czech Republic

4810 D St NW, Ste #103 Auburn,
Washington 98001, United States

205 Ellis St, Frankton,
Hamilton 3204, New Zealand

T +420-323-040-900

T +1 425 264 1391

T +64 7 847 3524

E sales@arbeurope.com

E sales@arbusa.com

E nzsales@arb.com.au

W arbeurope.com

W arbusa.com

W arb.co.nz

Middle East
LIU15, RA07AB05, Jafza North,

South and Central America

Thailand

Jebel Ali Freezone, Dubai
United Arab Emirates

3700 Port Jacksonville Pkwy Suite #1,
Jacksonville, Florida 32226,
United States

T +971 4 880 7005

T +1 904 379 8216

64/130 Moo 4, Tambon Pluak
Daeng Amphur Pluak Daeng
Mueang Rayong District,
Thailand

E purchasingmena@arb.com.au

E latam@arbusa.com
W arbusa.com

T +66 38 929 672
E sales.thailand@arb.com.au
W arb.co.th

DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
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